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We have been receiving many positives comments about our first issue as the new 
team at Mushing Magazine. Thank you for the feedback! We enjoy hearing from you.

We are excited to announce we have expanded the magazine to make it 50% larger 
than the previous few issues. This has been incredibly fun for us to showcase more 
information by blending new sections with some of our favorite sections that have 
been around for quite some time. 

Up here in Alaska, as many of you know, we have had quite the forest fire season. 
The Sockeye fire in Willow affected many mushers in the Willow area and the out-
pouring support from around the mushing world has been incredible. I feel privileged 
to be part of a community that stands behind one another. We have included some 
information on the fire, and the great response.

I hope you enjoy this issue as it combines some of the giants in our sport: a tribute 
to the legendary George Attla, a report of the Iditarod from on-the-trail reporter/top 
racer Sebastian Schnuelle, and an interview with Terry Streeper.

Thanks for your patience as we continue to learn the ropes here at Mushing. We’re 
working hard to get back on schedule while increasing our page count and maintain-
ing a high quality content for you, our readers. 
Enjoy!
Jake
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May/June 2015 TOP DOG:

Lingo, leader of George Attla’s record-setting Fur Rondezvous Championship team. 
Illustration by Shawna Zusi-Cobb

This new column will be featured at least once per 
year to highlight some of the greatest dogs in our 
sport. Fittingly, we have chosen to feature George 
Attla’s famous leader Lingo as our first "Top Dog". 
The following description of Lingo is from an 
interview that former Mushing Magazine owner, 
Greg Sellentin, had with George in his home in 
Huslia, AK in 2011.

I crossed one of our bitches with Gareth Wright’s 

dogs. That’s where Lingo came from. Gareth was 

trying to develop a new strain of dogs. I knew from a 

pup he was something special the first year. I actually 

never raced him as a yearling until the Tanana spring 

carnival and I put him in lead there. He didn’t know 

what was going on—he wasn’t trained for it. He 

started to get hot and jumped off the trail and rolled 

around in the snow for a while. Mentally he grew up 

pretty easy. I raced him until he was very old.

[Lingo] would work so hard, that he would lather 

up from his head to his tail. I’ve seen a lot of hard 

working dogs, but never seen another one like that. 

He was a once-in a-lifetime dog. He was an amazing 

dog. In a race, about 4 or 5 miles from the finish, he 

would look back over his shoulder at his teammates, 

almost to say, “Is that the best you can do?”

“

”

Lingo
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It is truly an honor for me to be able to say a few words 
about George. He was an incredibly passionate and complex man. I knew 

him both as a competitor and a mentor. 

As a competitor, I don’t think you would meet anyone more fierce than George. Honestly, I 

hated racing against him (crowd laughs). He was really hard to beat. I don’t think he entered a 

race where he not only thought he could, but should win- most of the time he was right (crowd 

laughs).  He is probably the most mentally strong person I have ever met in my life. He knew 

about psychological warfare before anybody knew what to call it. He was right about beating 

many of his opponents before he even got to the starting line. 

One time I was with him up on the Koyukuk River and he pointed across the river and said, 

“That side of the river is Eskimo and this side was Koyukuk Athabascan. We were fighting each 

other for centuries, and when they study the Athabascans, they say we were the most warlike 

of all the Indians. That is why we have so many champions here.” I think he was right. 

George was one of the most resilient people I ever met. He could take something that the rest 

of us would think is a big disadvantage, and turn it into a real advantage for him. I’ve never 

seen a guy who could keep himself so motivated. 

Remembering a champion

Although the 2015 Fur Rondy was 
cancelled, Fourth Avenue shared the stage 
of many laughs, memories and reflections on 
the life of legendary sprint musher George 
Attla- who holds a record 10 Rondezvous 
championships, and a lasting legacy in our 
sport. In memory of George, our crew at 
Mushing thought it was best to transcribe 
Arleigh Reynolds' speech from the ceremony 
held on February 28th. Arleigh is the defending 
champion of the Rondezvous, competed 
against George, and later on, was mentored 
by George. Enjoy.

“

SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla  SPECIAL  TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE 

George talks to his leaders before the start of the 1970 Fur Rondy in Anchorage, AK.
Photo by Maxine Vehlow-Denton
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One of the great stories about that was 

in 1985 when Eddy Streeper won the North 

American. Eddy was a young, very brash guy 

in his twenties and turned to George and 

said George was washed up because George 

came in last that year. Well George took the 

red lantern and hung it over his bed, so that 

every morning when he woke up, he would hit 

his head on it (crowd laughs). It would remind 

him of how hard he had to work and he came 

back and won the North American the next 

year (crowd cheers). 

As a mentor for me, George taught me 

many things. It wasn’t always easy to be 

mentored by George because he expected a lot 

from you. I always felt like a piece of steel and 

kept getting heated up and pounded on, and 

heated up and pounded on until I was tough 

enough. Truly that was probably one of the 

greatest things he taught me, was to be tough 

enough, to be strong, and to never give up. I 

don’t think I would have been strong enough 

to be champion, without being mentored by 

George. 

He was also a very spiritual man. He had 

lots of visions. Probably my favorite story that 

he ever told me was how he taught his dogs 

how to run in unison, which is a very hard 

thing to do. He said he had a dream one night, 

where he saw a moose running through deep 

snow and there was a pack of wolves chasing 

the moose. When the lead wolf would run, 

the wolves behind him would leap in and out 

of the holes the lead wolf made in the snow. 

That way, all the wolves were taking exactly 

the same strides in the snow. So each year, 

he would take his dog team out and run two 

or three times in ungroomed trails, in really 

deep snow. They would get tired, but they 

would learn to run in the holes the dogs in 

front of them made. After they would get on 

a groomed trail and keep that synchrony and 

his team would run much more efficiently. 

That is the kind of guy George was, he would 

solve problems, and have these visions and he 

was always thinking of ways to do better. 

George left us many legacies. The absolute 

best book written about dog mushing was 

the book he wrote, Everything I Know About 
Training and Racing Sled Dogs. I have a copy 

of it that is so faded and folded over that some 

parts of it are hard to read. He also gave us 

the most iconic movie about our sport, Spirit 

of the Wind. It still stands today as one of my 

favorite movies of all time. 

But, I think the most lasting legacy that 

George left all of us, is what he did after he 

retired from racing. He set up the Frank Attla 

Youth Sled Dog Care Program. He has been 

such an inspiration to not just the youth of 

Huslia, but across Alaska. He told me that 

he started that program, he moved back to 

Huslia and he found the young folks did not 

know where they came from and they didn’t 

know where they were going. He wanted to 

change that, and he used dog mushing as a 

way to introduce the way that people used 

to live there. It is not just dog mushing, it is 

fishing for dogs, hunting for dogs, trapping- 

all these outdoor activities that are part of 

life. 

It had an amazing effect in Huslia. Not 

only did champions come out of there again, 

but it helped increase graduation rate in high 

school, decreased a lot of the social problems 

that face the youth across Alaska. It also 

transformed that entire village. Not only 

were the young people affected, but parents 

worked hard to come together and raise 

money to travel outside and race. For the first 

time in a long time, the elders in the village 

had something they could relate to with 

next generation. It brought the village back 

together as a community and I think it stands 

as a model for many of the rural communities 

in Alaska, as a way to re-establish the 

community of the villages. 

The other thing George did with this 

program, he didn’t just keep it in Huslia, he 

brought it everywhere he went. I remember 

visiting with him in Fairbanks, when he had 

just come from the youth correctional facility, 

where he met with young folks there to tell 

them, “Hey, you made a mistake, but it is not 

the end of the world. You can get yourself back 

on your feet. When you get out, come see me 

and we’ll work together.” He was good on his 

word.

I had the pleasure of travelling with George 

to Allakaket to talk to the school district 

about this program. There are nine school 

districts and all nine of them want this 

program instituted in their school. 

This program is a combination of 

everything George learned in his life and 

it was his vision to make it available across 

Alaska. I believe it will be his greatest and 

most lasting legacy. It was his vision, and it 

is our opportunity and responsibility to carry 

it on for him. 

Thank you so much for being here. I hope 

that when you think of George, you think 

not only of him as the greatest champion of 

dog mushing but also as a champion of 

youth in Alaska.

Remembering a champion

To watch the full ceremony announcing the Anchorage Mushing District and George Attla Memorial Arch on 
February 28, 2015 during Anchorage Fur Rendezvous go to https://youtu.be/pmvjUrEMYk8

”

Photo by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

Posters of the future George Attla Memorial Arch and the late George Attla on display during dedication cer-
emony. For more information, or to support the George Attla Memorial Arch, go to www.furrondy.net.

SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla  SPECIAL  TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE george attla SPECIAL TRIBUTE 

A SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO George Attla 
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The following remembrance is by Chris Simon, a close family 
friend to George Attla. 

As a kid in the village, watching Uncle George haul 

his burn barrels to the dump with his dog team in 

the summer, little did I know George would put 

Huslia on the world map. 

George Attla Jr, the “Huslia Hustler”, was born on 

August 8th, 1933 to the late Eliza and George Attla, Sr. 

in fish camp below Koyukuk and had nine brothers and 

sisters. He grew up around Cutoff, Alaska which was 

the predecessor to Huslia. He belonged to an exclusive 

club called the “Cutoff Boys” and grew up with brothers 

and friends such as Cue Bifelt, Bergman Sam, Franklin 

Simon, Alfred Attla, and Patty Yaska. 

He contacted that dreaded disease of an earlier era. 

Tuberculosis. This caused him to spend most of his 

formative years in a hospital and miss out on learning 

how to make a living off the country. He said he was out 

of place on his return with a bad leg and had a chip on his 

shoulder. Despite the obstacles, he became the greatest 

musher on earth. He had help from numerous people and 

I wish I had the time to find out who and name them. But 

you know who you are. He often said “life is a beautiful 

thing” and how powerful the mind can be. 

It is not easy to talk about Uncle George’s 

accomplishments because he is so well known. His life 

was an open book. He is known for his 8 Open North 

American Championships and 10 Fur Rondezvous titles. 

Known for racing the first Iditarod. Known for the books 

and news articles written about him and known for the 

movie “Spirit of the Wind.” His presence was felt across 

Alaska in races, whether it was in the Interior, in the 

Southwest, in the Northwest, or in the South Central. If 

you are from Huslia and meet someone for the first time, 

the first question asked is “Do you know George Attla?” 

The second question is “Are you related to him?” 

Sometimes he would have a little problem and tell me 

about it and I would reply, “That’s what happens when 

you’re famous,” and he would smile. He had a good sense 

of humor.

FRom JUST ONE OF THE 
"Cutoff BoyS" to

HUSLIA 
HUSTLER

Left: The iconic image of George Attla on the trail during the 1974 
Fur Rondy that graced the cover of the movie about Attla, Spirit of 
the Wind. Photo by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

Right: Attla nears the end of the 2014 Old Man New 
Year's Race in Huslia, AK. Photo by Leona Starr
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HUSLIA 
HUSTLER

George helped a lot of young men. 

Young men who were looking for a sense of 

direction. Young men who were looking for 

a job. He had the first “on-the-job-training” 

in North Pole for the hundred or so young 

people who lived and/or learned from him 

over the years. He took in a lot of people over 

the years. A lot.

George came from humble beginnings 

along the Koyukuk River, had nine brothers 

and sisters. He often talked about the country 

around Willow Lake and liked to mention the 

first time he camped out by himself, around 

the age of 9. He would say he did not sleep 

much that first night. He absolutely loved 

that country and returned home when he 

retired from ultra-competitive racing.

He wanted to instill a sense of pride in 

the young men and women of the region. 

He started the Frank Attla Youth Sled Dog 

program and worked with the kids in the 

school, alongside his partner Kathy Turco. 

According to Joe Bifelt, he would tell stories 

of our ancestors and the obstacles that they 

had to overcome in order to survive. He 

would talk of the great mechanics, trappers, 

runners, hunters, dog trainers, dog racers, 

and so on. His message was clear: be proud of 

where you come from and don’t let anything 

hold you back from being the best you can 

be. George not only talked his message; he 

lived it. Be proud of where you come from 

and don’t let anything hold you back from 

being the best you can be. •

His message was clear: be proud of where you come 
from and don’t let anything hold you back from 
being the best you can be.  

MM164.indd   7 9/2/15   3:35 PM



Above left: George Attla at the start line of the 1975 Fur Rendez-
vous in Anchorage, AK. 
Above right: George Attla and his biggest rival, Doc Lombard 
shake hands at the 1975 Fur Rendezvous in Anchorage, AK.
Left: George Attla chats with Dick Tozier during the 1975 Fur Ren-
dezvous in Anchorage, AK.
Photos by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

from the upcoming book: Windows to the Land, An Alaska Native Story Vol. II Idi-
tarod and Alaska River Trails by Judy Ferguson. To be published in 2016. 
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a winning mindset
I loved competition so much that I’d sell my best 
dog breed. I had no problem telling someone 
how to beat me. I loved the competition. It made 
it fun. If you beat me, I’d try to figure out how 
to beat you, to get you back. I liked being on the 
edge.

-George Attla
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It was on the third day of the Rendezvous. I had 

won the first day, George had won the second day. 

He was going out first on the third day, and I was 

going out second. Harvey Drake was the other big name 

behind me, and in my mind, I was racing for second 

place (because George was going to win it). I was just 

tickled to be doing this well.

   It is always intimidating leaving down Fourth Avenue, 

going off Cordova. George took off first and I watched 

him go down the avenue a bit when I pulled up to the 

starting line. I was thinking, “Man, I hope I 

can keep the other two guys 

from behind me so I can keep 

second place.”

So on the third day, I took 

off down Fourth Avenue, 

two minutes after George, 

and off comes George 

Attla to my right, straight 

across the street and 

stops right in front of 

me! 

He is towing some guy; literally, the guy was hanging 

on the bottom of the stanchion with his bedroom 

slippers and a t-shirt. A couple other people standing 

there say, stop! George’s team came across the street 

and started heading towards the starting line.

I was thinking to myself, I can’t have my team see 

this, I can’t. I would rather see them tangled up than 

seeing a team go the other way. Frankly, I didn’t want 

to be parked here at all because Harvey Drake is right 

behind me (in overall time)! So I yelled, “straight ahead” 

to Bruce (Charlie’s famous lead dog), and Bruce went 

right over the top of George’s team. I got two or three 

sets over and we were all tangled up in right angles.

While everybody was over helping George, nobody 

helped me. Finally, we weren’t tangled up anymore and 

away we went down the street. So I stopped looking over 

my shoulder for awhile. But in my mind, I knew George 

was going to catch me. He did catch me at Tudor, and I 

lost by 20 seconds. I’ve lamented that my whole life, I 

lost because I expected George to beat me and I learned 

how to win from that.

George Attla, a legendary mushing icon, was a dominant competitor. His determina-
tion and keen dog sense led him to capture 10 Rendezvous championships, and 
8 North American championships during the glory days of sprint racing in Alaska. 
George proved time and again how he could win in some of the most unlikely circum-
stances. Recently, we spoke with Charlie Champagne about George, and he recount-
ed George’s momentous 9th victory of the Fur Rendezvous in 1981.

“

”
Images courtesy of Alaska Dispatch News, Anchorage Daily News Vol XXXXVI, No. 48-50
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1958 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1962 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st  - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 2nd 

1963 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd 

1964 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 7th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 7th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

1965 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 5th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 5th 

1967 Anchorage Spada's Feed & Seed 14 Mile 4th - Anchorage Arden North Star Dairy 16 Mile 2nd - Alaska Iditarod Centennial Race (25 mi.) 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 5th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 3rd 

1968 Willow Winter Carnival 4th - Anchorage Dave Dial Memorial 10 Mile 2nd - Anchorage Sealand Race 12 Mile 4th - Anchorage Spada's Feed & Seed 2nd - Anchorage 16 Mile # 4 Preliminary 2nd  - Anchorage Rondy Shakedown 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 4th 

1969 Willow Winter Carnival 3rd - Anchorage Prarie Market 14 Mile 1st - Anchorage International Builders 3rd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 4th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Tanana Winter Carnivals 1st 

1970 Eagle River Eagle River 2nd - Willow Winter Carnival 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1971 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1972 Bemidji, Mn Paul Bunyan Classic 1st - Ely, MN Ely All American 2nd - Kalkaska, MI Kalkaska Winterfest 1st - Nenana Nenana Championship 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Tanana Yukon River Championship 1st

1973 Willow Winter Carnival 11th - Anchorage-Nome Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race 4th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th 

1974 Willow Winter Carnival 6th - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1975 Ely, Minnesota Ely All American 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1976 Willow Winter Carnival 4th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 6th 

1977 Bimidji, Minnesota Paul Bunyan Classic 1st - Iron River, Michigan Iron River Race 1st - Anchorage Open World Champion 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1978 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Valdez Perpetual Race 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st 

1979 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st 

1979 Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1980 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1981 Bethel Kuskokwim 300 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st 

1982 Anchorage Arco Challenge 1st - Anchorage AK Mill & Feed 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 4th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1983 Soldotna Soldotna Championship Race 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd 

1984 Bethel Kuskokwim 300 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 13th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

1985 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1986 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1987 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd 

1988 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 1st - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1989 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1990 Anchorage AK Mill & Feed 1st - Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 5th - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 3rd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th 

1991 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 14th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1992 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 10th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 5th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 6th - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1993 Anchorage ASDRA O'Brady's Classic 10th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 10th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 9th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd

1994 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 9th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 17th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1995 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 8th - Fairbanks Gold Run 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 9th - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1996 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 18th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

1997 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

1998 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 6th 

1999 Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

2002 Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 4th 

2004 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

2005 Huslia New Years Race 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd 

2006 Huslia New Years Race 1st 

2008 Huslia New Years Race 1st 

2011 Huslia New Years Race 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 1st

Race history courtesy of attlamakingofachampion.com

Photo by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

George Attla 

   race history 1958-2011
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1958 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1962 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st  - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 2nd 

1963 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd 

1964 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 7th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 7th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

1965 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 5th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 5th 

1967 Anchorage Spada's Feed & Seed 14 Mile 4th - Anchorage Arden North Star Dairy 16 Mile 2nd - Alaska Iditarod Centennial Race (25 mi.) 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 5th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 3rd 

1968 Willow Winter Carnival 4th - Anchorage Dave Dial Memorial 10 Mile 2nd - Anchorage Sealand Race 12 Mile 4th - Anchorage Spada's Feed & Seed 2nd - Anchorage 16 Mile # 4 Preliminary 2nd  - Anchorage Rondy Shakedown 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 4th 

1969 Willow Winter Carnival 3rd - Anchorage Prarie Market 14 Mile 1st - Anchorage International Builders 3rd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 4th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Tanana Winter Carnivals 1st 

1970 Eagle River Eagle River 2nd - Willow Winter Carnival 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1971 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1972 Bemidji, Mn Paul Bunyan Classic 1st - Ely, MN Ely All American 2nd - Kalkaska, MI Kalkaska Winterfest 1st - Nenana Nenana Championship 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Tanana Yukon River Championship 1st

1973 Willow Winter Carnival 11th - Anchorage-Nome Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race 4th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th 

1974 Willow Winter Carnival 6th - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 2nd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1975 Ely, Minnesota Ely All American 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1976 Willow Winter Carnival 4th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 6th 

1977 Bimidji, Minnesota Paul Bunyan Classic 1st - Iron River, Michigan Iron River Race 1st - Anchorage Open World Champion 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1978 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Valdez Perpetual Race 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st 

1979 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Kenai-Soldotna Alaska State Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st 

1979 Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1980 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1981 Bethel Kuskokwim 300 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st 

1982 Anchorage Arco Challenge 1st - Anchorage AK Mill & Feed 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 1st - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 4th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1983 Soldotna Soldotna Championship Race 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd 

1984 Bethel Kuskokwim 300 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 13th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

1985 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st 

1986 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1987 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 3rd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd 

1988 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 1st - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 1st - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd - Tok Race of Champions 1st - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1989 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 2nd - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 2nd 

1990 Anchorage AK Mill & Feed 1st - Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 5th - Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 3rd - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 4th 

1991 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 14th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1992 Anchorage Exxon Co, USA 10th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 5th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 6th - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1993 Anchorage ASDRA O'Brady's Classic 10th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 10th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 9th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd

1994 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 5th - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship 9th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 17th - Hughes Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1995 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 8th - Fairbanks Gold Run 2nd - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 9th - Allakaket Koyukuk River Championship 1st 

1996 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 18th - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

1997 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 6th - Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

1998 Anchorage Orville Lake Memorial 6th 

1999 Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 3rd 

2002 Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 4th 

2004 Fairbanks Open North American Championship 13th 

2005 Huslia New Years Race 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 2nd 

2006 Huslia New Years Race 1st 

2008 Huslia New Years Race 1st 

2011 Huslia New Years Race 1st - Huslia Koyukuk River Championship 1st

Race history courtesy of attlamakingofachampion.com

Photo by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

George Attla 

   race history 1958-2011
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PASSING THE SPIRITto the next generation

In fall of 2012 George Attla began the Frank Attla Youth & Sled Dog 

Care Mushing Program to provide youth the opportunity to work 

with sled dogs. The program, named in memory of Attla's late son, 

brings youth together with Elders and four local sled dog kennels in 

his hometown of Huslia to share the experience of caring for sled dogs 

and maintaining a kennel. Each year the program has been in place, 

it has seen over 30 high school and middle school students enroll and 

earn school credit, who go on to help mentor the younger students 

in pre-school and K-6 grades. The program has been integrated into 

the local school curriculum. Between the classroom and the kennel, 

program participants work on literacy, numerical skills, dog care, 

handling, training, leadership, and life skills. Teachers, parents, and 

students agree on the positive effects of the program; they say they’ve 

seen improved attitude, increased confidence, and better grades as a 

result. Organizers and community members rally together to organize 

weekend junior sled dog races for the program’s participants.

In spring of 2015, The Frank Attla Youth & Sled Dog Care Mushing 

Program sent Joe Bifelt, a graduate of the program, to race in the Open 

North American in Fairbanks, AK. Capturing the crowd, and bringing 

home 19th place, Bifelt is an inspiration to youth across Alaska. 

Looking forward:
The FAYSDCMP has high hopes for the 2015-2016 season. Organizers 

hope to establish youth and sled dog exchange 

programs between other junior mushing clubs in 

Alaska communities, and send junior mushers to 

village races as well as the spring championship 

races in Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Tok.

More information at attlamakingofachampion.com 

The Frank Attla Youth & Sled Dog Care-Mushing Program

Above: George Attla with youth at the 2014 New Year's Race in Huslia, AK. 
Left: George Attla in back, second from left, stands behind youth musher 
participants of the 2013 New Year's Race in Huslia, AK.
Photos by Leona Starr
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George's grandnephew, Joe Bifelt, spent the 
2014-2015 season training for the Alaska 

Open Class sprint race circuit under George's 
mentorship, while simultaneously enrolled as 
a full-time distance education student at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks. The following is an 
excerpt from a final paper Bifelt wrote, reflecting 
on his time with George:

For George to be passionate and 

committed to a sport, to be an Alaska 

Native world champion from Huslia, 

and also to be my close relative, inspired me 

to chase my dreams and believe in myself. 

His mind seemed to always be working and 

wrapping around problems in search of 

solutions. He had a powerful imagination 

to create different scenarios that could 

potentially hinder the path to success - and 

then to resolve them...

It was extremely difficult for me to be in 

his presence and tell myself that I could not 

achieve a goal. I mean, here was the greatest 

dog man who had ever lived, a guy who 

overcame so many obstacles through the years 

that it was downright ridiculous to tell him I 

could not succeed. He was a true champion 

and a bona fide legend.

Always give your best 
as an individual and I'm 
sure you will be happy 
with whatever it is you 
are doing.

-George Attla

A MENTOR &  an inspiration

To support the Frank Attla 
Youth & Sled Dog Care-

Mushing Program

Checks can be made payable to: 
"NATIVE MOVEMENT” and on 
the memo line write “Frank Attla 
Youth & Sled Dog Program”.

Mail to: 
Enei Begaye, Executive Director
NATIVE MOVEMENT                                                                          
P.O. Box 83467                                                                            
Fairbanks, AK 99708

NATIVE MOVEMENT is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organization. Please include your email or 
mailing address to receive confirmation of 
your tax deductible donation and the EIN 
number. 

For questions, contact NATIVE MOVEMENT 
by phone: (907) 374-5950 or by 
email: eneibegaye@gmail.com.

Joe Bifelt consults George Attla before the 2015 New Year's Race in 
Huslia, AK, just six weeks before George's passing. 
Photo by Catherine Axley
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Joe Bifelt and George Attla talk dogs over a meal. 
Photo by Kathy Turco
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Conversations with an Outsider

As someone from the lower forty-eight, an 

“outsider,” one of the first things I noticed 

about Alaskans is the love they have for their 

home- and rightfully so. The pride Alaskans 

feel for their state quickly shines through 

in their conversations. Besides discussing 

the beauty of the land, the mountains, and 

the water, Alaskans also are possessed of a 

fantastic sense of humor.

The following two stories illustrate that 

humorous trait. My friend Kenny and I were 

recently in Alaska to see the start of the 

Iditarod. I think mostly our wives just wanted 

us out of the house, but it was a banishment 

we readily accepted. We were attending the 

Musher’s Banquet at the Dena’ina Center 

when I noticed a lady who looked vaguely 

familiar.

It turned out the lady’s name was Barb 

Redington, an absolutely wonderful lady. It 

dawned on me that I had met her and her 

husband a few years back at the Iditarod 

Trail Headquarters in Wasilla. I introduced 

myself again and asked her to repeat a funny 

story she had told me at that first meeting.

I can’t remember the exact wording but the 

story went something like this. She had gone 

“outside” to visit a friend in North Carolina. 

She and the friend went to Georgia to visit 

a third party. The lady from Georgia was 

thrilled and stated: “Oh good! I’ve always 

wanted to have my picture made with a real 

Eskimo.”

Ms. Redington replied: “that’s great! I’ve 

always wanted to have my picture made with 

a real redneck!”

Another wonderful conversation was 

with an old gentleman I spotted sitting on a 

bench outside the Iditarod Store at the Fifth 

Avenue Mall in Anchorage. He was sitting 

there, chin in hand, resting his elbows on his 

knees. He looked as if he had just lost a good 

friend. I sat down on the opposite end of the 

bench and spoke: “hello, how are you?” His 

response was unusual but I promise this is 

what he told me.

“Well,” he responded, “I’m just sittin’ here 

trying to collect my thoughts; just trying to 

sort things out in my mind. I’ve just spent 

300 dollars on my grandkids. That’s a lot of 

money and; well, they’re good kids. The good 

thing is they were born right here in Alaska 

just like I was born in Alaska.”

His voice trailed away at that point and, 

though hesitant, I went on and told him I was 

from Tennessee. In a fake display of disgust 

he removed his cap and held it up to the side 

of his face so he wouldn’t have to view such an 

alien imposter. Soon, we were both laughing, 

and our encounter ended with a smile and a 

handshake.

Marvin Newman

Cleveland, TN

We always enjoy feedback from readers, so 
we are opening up a "letters to the editor" 
spread. If you'd like to write, feel free to send 
a letter via email, facebook, or USPS.
-Jake

email: jake@mushing.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/mushingmagazinellc
USPS: 5896 Old Valdez Trail, Salcha, AK 99714

The Official HarnessThe Official Harness  

Designed by professionals at: 

Secure ordering at:  www.howlingdogalaska.com 
Tel. 913-912-DOGS (3647) 

SECOND SKINSECOND SKIN™ ™    

HOWLING DOG ALASKA ® 

Of the US Skijoring Team!Of the US Skijoring Team!  

Mushing Magazine
5896 Old Valdez Trail

Salcha, AK 99714



Advertising in Mushing 
Magazine is cost effective 

and works.
Reach dog owners and outdoor recreation  

enthusiasts across the world.
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“Quality equipment made in the 
USA, by mushers for sled dogs!”

MOUNTAIN RIDGE BOOTIES
Fabric Made in USA - capable of 100-150 miles     

Race with them this year, train with them next year. 
Velstretch Closure w/tab means they stay on.  

Pricing as low as 85 cents per boot
                    Made in the USA 

Order Toll Free • 866-DOG-BOOT
Shop Online • mtnridge.com

Check out all of our Iditarod & Yukon Quest
tested equipment online or ask us for a free brochure!

PO Box 54, Shirley Mills, Maine 04485

207-695-3754 • info@mtnridge.com
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TIPS & TRICKS
We're adding a section for sharing small ways you can improve 

your dog truck/box, make your dog yard just a little bit better, 

or just make the mushing life easier! If you have an innovation 

that can help other mushers, we would love to hear about it. 

Help prevent broken toenails: keep 
your expanded metal horizontal

Last summer, I salvaged a 8’x7’x2’ dog box. 

The box had holes drilled into the doors for 

ventilation. As expected, the dogs had chewed the 

plywood and few of those holes remained original 

size. To remedy this problem, I went to a feed 

store and bought pre-cut/pre-painted expanded 

metal so the dogs couldn’t chew through the box. 

I consulted a few other mushers before I installed 

the expanded metal, and I was advised to put the 

grates on my truck so the slits were horizontal 

NOT vertical.  They told me a few horror stories 

where dogs were injured before a big race because 

the dog would scratch at the door  (excited to go, 

other dogs, food, etc.) and get his/her nail(s) 

caught in the vertical grate.

✘
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Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share? 
Send your photos, instructions for how you made it, required materials and tools, 

etc. by mail, email, or message us on Facebook (contact info on previous page).
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The title of the 2015 Iditarod Insider DVD is the Deep Freeze. 

Leading up to Iditarod 43rd, it is hard to believe this would be a 

fitting title because the race start was moved to Fairbanks (this 

was the second time in race history the Iditarod start has moved to the 

Golden Heart City of Fairbanks) due to the lack of snow in the greater 

Anchorage area through the Farewell burn. Even the Ceremonial Start 

was a slush fest, than actual dog mushing on snow.  

As often in life, and a matter of fact in mushing, extreme highs are 

followed by extreme lows- in this case temperatures. Temperatures 

ranged from the mid +40Fs to mid -40Fs in less than a week. 

Mushers also experienced extreme lows and highs during the race. 

It is part of the experience they sign up for. 

Brent Sass was one of the race favorites after coming off his first 

Yukon Quest victory. However, his vehicle troubles on the 6 hour drive 

up the Parks Highway, when he lost the dual wheels on his dog truck, 

were ominous of his 2015 Iditarod campaign. He was disqualified 

in the Yukon River checkpoint of Tanana, only the 3rd checkpoint 

of the race, for using an iPod Touch, a device capable of two-way 

communication. This is strictly prohibited in the race rules and was 

pointed out explicitly during the pre-race mushers meeting. 

Although there was an outcry from fans who argued the enforcement 

of the rules on social media, Brent realized his mistake, did not argue, 

and ran his dogs back home to Eureka after spending the night in 

Tanana.

On the other hand, other mushers were having the run of a lifetime. 

Travis Beals and Wade Marrs, for example, came in 11th and 8th, 

respectively. Both are young and upcoming mushers, they have put in 

their time. This was Wade’s 6th run to Nome.  

Of course there are the favorites, who have proven they can do well: 

Martin Buser, Jeff King, Mitch Seavey, Dallas Seavey, Aliy Zirkle, etc. 

What stood out after the interview was the confidence, both the elder 

and younger Seavey exuded.

Traditionally, the Seaveys do not run at the front of the pack in the 

first half of Iditarod so it was a surprise when they came into Ruby in 

1st and 2nd position. They were closely followed by Aliy Zirkle and 

Aaron Burmeister.  

By looking only at the numbers, the numbers may have suggested 

that Mitch made a mistake. Not only did he take his 24 hr layover very 

early, he also dropped 2 dogs, which, at first glance, is not a good sign. 

Dallas ran all the way to Huslia, before bedding his team down for a 

24 hr nap. A cold nap it was.

Many teams took their 24 hr layovers in Tanana. Among them, 

Rick Casillo and both Mackey brothers. Talking to Lance in Tanana, it 

was obvious that he was hurting, especially his hand. Lance had just 

finished a cold Quest, and his hands had not recovered. That is when 

Jason and Lance decided to stick close to each other, so Jason could 

help his champion brother. 

For the Mackey’s, mushing is a family affair and this was evident 

when the whole family showed up for the new film on Lance titled The 
Great Alone, by Greg Cohs. Both shows were sold out with fans and 

much of the Mackey family attended: Dick, Kathy, Jason, and Lance. 

Jason and Lance finished together and it was a moving moment 

when they hugged under the burled arch. (Interestingly, Rick Casillo, 

who also took his 24 hr layover in Tanana, finished at the same time, 

although they were many hours apart during much of the race.)

Early checkpoints had much confusion and commotion because 

by Sebastian Schnuellera
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up Iditarod 2015: A Year of 

Extremes
This race isn't for the faint of heart. 
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Iditarod continued on page 18

they were packed with teams and parking 

was tight. Notably the last team into Nenana, 

Christian Turner (Dallas Seavey’s B team), 

ended up finishing a strong 16th. Conservative 

runs early in a race often pay big dividends in 

the end. 

Manley was well setup, yet a long walk 

for the mushers to warm sleeping quarters. 

Some mushers opted to sleep right next to 

their teams. Martin Buser left Manley with 

no booties on his team, despite early morning 

temperatures of about 30 below. That caused 

some discussion, is there overflow right out of 

the checkpoint? Did anyone know? That is the 

fun of running on “a new trail.”

The run from Tanana to Ruby was a long 

one - 112 miles. And a slow one. The area 

received a large dump of snow just before 

the race (this far contrasted the training 

conditions many teams had seen all winter). 

The deep snow was hard for me to 

snowmachine because trying to stay 

off the trail with the snowmachine 

was a chore and I can attest that 

Robert Sorlie is a better dog musher 

than snowmachine driver.

Different race strategies started 

emerging. The usual faces were seen 

out front.  Hugh Neff, Martin Buser, 

Jeff King, Aaron Burmeister, Aliy 

Zirkle.  There was a beautiful oasis 

called “Bible Camp “ about half way, 

yet little was known once again, of 

what services, if any, were available. 

It turned out to be a great place to 

stop/take a nap, as Carol 

Huntington opened up 

her whole house.  

Some mushers had 

difficulty finding the 

“Bible Camp”, as they were 

only a few miles away, and 

in some cases, mushers 

(John Baker, Jessie Royer, 

Wade Marrs, and a few 

others) were camping one 

river bend before. 

Jeff King had deliberately gone 

by and camped alone on the Yukon, 

throughout the warmer part of the 

day. His big lead dog called Barnum 

was watching over his master.  Jeff 

ended up surprising the field with 

skipping Ruby and executing a 

long run into Galena to take his 

24 hr layover.  He had near perfect 

conditions for that run, little wind and a hard 

packed fast trail,  as there is regular local 

snowmachine traffic between the two towns.

Galena was definitely a popular place to 

24, as it was about the same distance into 

the race as Takotna would be on the normal 

route. Hospitality was great, real rooms to 

sleep for the mushers, a true treat during any 

long distance race. 

In Galena the trail entered uncharted 

territory for the mushers. It headed 

northward to the mushing stronghold of 

Huslia, hometown of late mushing legend 

George Attla. 

In the pre-race talk, there was quite a 

bit of excitement because everybody was 

really looking forward to Husia- what some 

consider the birthplace of mushing in Alaska. 

And the welcome was no lesser. Handwritten 

signs were lining the trail into town reading 

Paige Drobny sorts through her drop bags in Tanana, AK. 
Photo by Cody Strathe

Nenana, the first checkpoint of Iditarod 2015, as seen from across the Tanana River. Photo by Rose Hewitt

Jessie Royer and team arrive in Koyukuk.  
Photo by Sebastian Schnuelle
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Galena was definitely a popular place 

to 24, as it was about the same distance 

into the race as Takotna would be on 

the normal route. Hospitality was great, 

real rooms to sleep for the mushers, a 

true treat during any long distance race. 

In Galena the trail entered uncharted 

territory for the mushers. It headed 

northward to the mushing stronghold 

of Huslia, hometown of late mushing 

legend George Attla. 

In the pre-race talk, there was quite 

a bit of excitement because everybody 

was really looking forward to Husia- 

what some consider the birthplace of 

mushing in Alaska. And the welcome was 

no lesser. Handwritten signs were lining the 

trail into town reading “Mush on over here”, 

or “you are our idols.”  

The run into Huslia was long, clocking in at 

84 miles.  Some teams ran it straight, others 

like Aaron Burmeister and Dallas Seavey had 

gone through Galena and camped out, 20 and 

10 miles respectively. Both had pulled their 

dogs off their straw beds when we passed 

on the machines and were moving well.  

Dallas was catching up to Thomas Waerner 

and counting dogs in Dallas’s team, I only 

came to 11, meaning he was resting 3 in his 

caboose. Once he let them out, he quickly 

left the Norwegian behind and made more 

than 45 minutes of time on that run on his 

competitor. Many people made use of the 

trail lacking obstacles like Dalzell Gorge and 

Happy River Steps with opting to run a sled 

with pulling a trailer to rest some dogs. While 

some mushers liked the setup, others like Ken 

Anderson were not too sure about the benefit 

of that setup after all.

While Dallas had a great run, yet a cold one, 

others were not so fortunate. Martin Buser 

pulled the plug. He realized his team had lost 

its magic. Being a true dog man, instead of 

pushing on, he decided to take the situation 

for what it was worth and give his team more 

rest than he had planned on initially.  It was 

rewarded in the long run with a great looking 

team at the finish line. Other teams further 

in the back, who are usually less experienced, 

were hit hard by the cold temperatures. 

Luckily there was also a hunting cabin 

about two thirds of the way and many teams 

stopped there to get out of the elements. A 

group of 3 local snowmachiners left Huslia to 

backtrack with 3 hugely loaded toboggans 

of firewood once they received word  that 

mushers were reporting temperatures at 50 

below. Although the trail was exceptionally 

well prepared, at those mercury readings any 

trail is slow, almost like sandpaper, no matter 

the color plastic the musher chooses.

Three-time runner-up Aliy Zirkle must 

have spend some cold nights out, as she did 

not stop in Huslia and instead camped out 

before and past the checkpoint. She was not 

the only one. Notably Iditarod Rookie Cason 

Campeau did the same move, very gutsy for a 

rookie. Jason did very well and finished both 

the Quest and Iditarod in his first season 

of long distance mushing with respectable 

finish placings.  

Both mushers missed out on some true 

Alaskan Bush hospitality.  Elders were selling 

fur hats, gloves, and jewelry.  Some of the best 

Iditarod continued from page 15

Dallas Seavey and team coming into Unalakleet. Photo by Sebastian Schnuelle

Aliy Zirkle and team on the way to Unalakleet. Photo by Sebastian Schnuelle
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Salmon stew I ever ate, moose meat, blueberry pies, you name it, were 

constantly dished out in the wood-heated community center.  

Koyukuk was also a pleasant surprise of a checkpoint. With its 

proximity to Nulato, it had been removed as a checkpoint from the 

normal route decades ago, but now after 86 very frigid miles it was a 

welcome stopping spot. Only 90 some people call Koyukuk home, yet 

the hospitality was outstanding.  Some mushers stayed, while others 

opted to go through Nulato or Kaltag.  Aliy Zirkle took over the lead 

along this stretch. The trail once again being well defined and fast. It 

was particularly fast for one team - Dallas Seavey. He likes to call it 

“creating the monster.”  He resisted the urge to do one long run out of 

Huslia to Koyukuk and instead kept on true to his fashion of running 

short, resting short, a strategy which he already deployed in his 2011 

Yukon Quest win, where he edged me out for 1st place. His runtime to 

Kaltag was much faster than the rest of his competition. He still was 

not yet in the lead, but closely nipping away as he camped out before 

Unalakleet. A wise move considering the conditions. Jeff King did the 

same, a move to conserve his team. Aaron Burmeister was the first to 

reach the Bering Sea town to a warm welcome. Well emotionally warm 

that is, but for sure not temperature wise. The wind was blowing, 

make that howling. There was only little snow available to make a 

snow berm to shelter the dogs.

Dallas only stopped briefly for a few minutes in Unalakleet. (It was 

quite entertaining watching reporter Emily Schwing trying to keep up 

him while conducting an interview.) Leaving Unk the winds hit from 

the side, out of the east  (Unalakleet= land of the East Wind) and some 

glare ice made for some difficult sled driving. Up to this point, this 

was about the only difficult sled driving part of the whole race.  No 

overflow to speak of anywhere, well defined trails… and that was about 

to change, when teams left Shaktoolik. Although it was not as windy 

back in Unk, at least for the front of the pack, the trail was pretty much 

blown from the face of the earth. After Unk, Aaron Burmeister had a 

very slow run across the sea ice to Koyuk, only to be passed by Dallas 

within sight of the checkpoint. For us bystanders, that was the pivotal 

point in the race. The patience and speed card had been played well 

and now Dallas put his cards on the table. 

Runtimes to Koyuk were in general about 1.5hrs to 2 hrs slower 

than in previous years. The sea ice was not very thick and a curious 

seal used that opportunity to visit with passing dog teams. Jeff King 

seemed to have a funny story while passing the seal.

Usually front of the pack teams do not take a long rest in Koyuk; this 

year was no exception. A musher who made a big move was Jessie Royer, 

she skipped Shaktoolik and ran all the way, an almost 80 mile run. She 

was driving a large powerful team. She had mostly trained in Montana 

all winter. Leading up to Aliy Zirkle’s three runner-up finishes, Jessie 

had been the top placing female musher for quite a few years. She 

took that spot back this year with a 4th place finish, one ahead of Aliy 

Zirkle, who 

finished in 5th.

M i t c h 

Seavey was not 

too happy with 

his run over to 

Koyuk when 

he arrived, 

but once he 

looked on the 

run time sheet 

and realized 

his time was 

the same 

as Dallas’, 

his mood 

immediately changed and he was in chasing mode, resting 2 hrs less 

than Aaron Burmeister.  In Elim, Mitch rested much shorter than 

Aaron again. and that had him pass the early race leader and finish 

2nd behind his son. Mitch and Dallas had both 2 championships to 

their name coming into this year, now Dallas is one ahead. 

While the leaders filed into Nome, the middle and back of the pack 

was hammered by winds again. Shaktoolik seemed the place to be, 

mostly un-voluntarily for the mushers.  Parking room is very limited 

there, so is sleeping room. Some teams took a 2nd 24 hr layover or 

even rested up to 30 hours, waiting for the wind to lessen. 

Until this point, Iditarod 43 had seen relatively little drama and 

hardship, which changed when Scott Janssen and Bryan Bearss ran 

into trouble. Bryan was getting off course up the Koyuk River and 

Scott’s team hit a wall, While Scott hitched a ride on a snowmachine, 

leaving his dog team behind, none other than Lance Mackey took 

things in his own, damaged hands and tied his team to Scott’s team 

and brought them into Koyuk. Many of the standings were rewritten 

at this point in the race.

While Scott was still not lucky 3 years in a row, Iditarod Rookie 

Cindy Abbot finally reached her long awaited goal with third 

time charm and 13 dogs, arriving in Nome as the red lantern. As 

bittersweet as an Iditarod finish usually is, time to go back to the 

real world, Cindy must be relieved to have Iditarod off her bucket 

list. 

Nicolas Petit redeemed his team after not finishing the previous 

year. He brought a young team to the finish line looking very good. 

The amazing veterinary crew awarded him the Humanitarian 

Award. There could be many more stories told of the race, and I am 

sorry for not being able to mention them all.  

Iditarod 43 was a race to remember, a huge organizational feat 

to move the race start to Fairbanks on short notice. Countless local 

volunteers stepped up last minute to make things happen once 

Iditarod continued on page 38

Joar Leifseth Ulsom catches somes zzzs en route to White Mountain.  
Photo by Sebastian Schnuelle

A seal near Koyuk. Photo by Sebastian Schnuelle
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TALKING DOGS 
with Terry Streeper

JW: Thanks for doing this interview. So all of Buddy’s team in 
ONAC was in Stage Stop? 

TS:  Every dog racing  this weekend, was in the Stage Stop, except 

one. She was in the 8-dog at the Stage Stop. 

JW: So now on Buddy’s team in Stage Stop, did all of them 
make Buddy’s team in ONAC or are some of them on 

Lina’s team (editor’s note: Lina ran the 2nd team and finished 6th at 
ONAC)?

TS: Some of them came off the second place team (at Stage Stop) 

and the fifth place team.

JW: Now big difference between speed in ONAC and Stage 
Stop. When you guys are speeding them up during the 

transition from stage racing to sprint, do you use snow machine for 
every run or some of them?

TS: We use a snowmachine for every run. We have for 20 years. 

The reason that comes is where we train, a farmer 20 years 

ago bought 200 cows and they wouldn’t get off the trail. It worked so 

well and it was so easy to train leaders, right, but we are so afraid of 

getting hit by a moose. So no we don’t use a snowmachine to speed 

them up. 

JW: When you guys switch over to ONAC speeds from Stage 
Stop, do the dogs respond like a flip of the switch or 

slowly?

TS: Slowly. When we are done with Stage Stop, we have ten 

days until La Pas. We did two 6 mile runs at 15.5-16 mph. 

We ran La Pas at 17 mph. We didn’t even train that week and went 

to Cross Lake and ran 3:28 miles and won the race. Then we went 

home and had two weeks off before our race (editor’s note: Canadian 

Open Championships in Fort Nelson, BC). So when we got home, we 

ran two 7 mile runs at 16-16.5 mph, ran Fort Nelson, at 60F, way hotter 

than this one (ONAC), at 17-17.25 mph. Then after Fort Nelson race, 

we had one run, 7 miles on Monday at 16.5-17 mph, we spoke to them 

a few times to see if they were still there, and then we came here. We 

averaged 18.4 mph and that is the fastest this team has run in probably 

3 years. 

    Our whole training up to that, which starts in September, is 14 mph. 

JW: Now day one, you trailed Hartum a bit, but day two, you 
put the gas pedal down?

TS:  No, we didn’t put the gas pedal down. 

JW: Well they looked great coming in. I was curious if that 
was the dogs responding to the shorter distances or race 

strategy.

“Some people drink beer, some people 
smoke pot, I like driving big dog teams.”

The Streeper Kennels have long been a dominant 

force in the world of mushing. We caught up with 

the founding mastermind of Streeper Kennels, 

Terry Streeper, in March during the Open North 

American Championships in Fairbanks, AK. He is 

the longtime driving force behind sprint mushing's 

most decorated kennel. If this kennel is racing, you 

can bet they'll be on the podium- maybe in a couple 

places. 
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Gareth Wright, Jake Witkop, and Terry Streeper share a laugh during our interview. Photo by Rose Hewitt
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Adanac Sleds & Equipment
www.adanacsleds.com  406-881-2909

Our ZIMA x-back harness is the original for over 
50 years—often copied, never duplicated. View our 
updated website for this season’s hottest products.

Your ONE-STOP for quality, affordable, and innovative  
dog sled equipment, sleds, skijoring, bikejoring,  

canicross and scootering products.

35 years of trustworthy service.

find us on facebook

TS: Race strategy. Buddy stands on 

the mat the whole way around. Not 

kidding. We set certain parameters that we 

don’t go over on the GPS. See, we have won 

the race doing it the other way going out real 

fast and dying at the end. We don’t do that 

anymore, we learned that at Stage Racing. 

It takes 18 mph to win the race, then at no 

time do you have to go faster than 18 mph. No 

sense going 20 mph, then 14 mph at the end. 

You are better off being steadier, right?

JW: Yeah.  Do you think the heat at 
ONAC was an advantage for you 

or do you think they have already acclimated 
to colder temperatures? 

TS: This heat is a big advantage to us. 

It was this way at Stage Stop this 

year. These dogs have been in the truck since 

Christmas time, they don’t any coats on them.

JW: So you think that helps with heat 
dissipation?

TS: No doubt about it. They don’t have 

the hair on them like the dogs who 

are tied up at 35-40 below. 

JW: Would you keep them in the 
truck if you were not racing 

Stage Stop? 

TS: Yes. Another thing. What these 

poor guys are lacking this year, is 

they have had no races. No Rondy which is 

usually warm at 26 miles, which gives them 

the base for this. We have over 15 heats of over 

28 miles on these dogs. 

JW: I saw you guys loose drop 
immediately after the race, is 

that for recovery?

TS: Its for the dogs. I think a big reason 

we are so successful is because 

of loose dropping. They get to move around 

and I can’t tell if a dog is hurt if he is tied by 

the truck. I’m not that good of a dog person. 

I have to watch them move. And they love 

doing it. So we don’t have very many injuries.

JW: I saw a post you made comparing 
huskies and hounds, you don’t 

think pointers are as good as huskies?

TS: I’m just saying it was a bad move. I 

had the best team in the world and I 

went to the world championships in Germany 

in 1994. After that, quarantine was $20,000 

and they couldn’t come out for a month. 

Well they opened the quarantine that year. 

Well Egil and a bunch of other Swedish and 

Norwegians came down for the first time. I 

put a special stud fee on my dogs. Any one of 

you guys can breed to my leader, or anyone of 

my dogs for $300. Well, Egil bred a purebred 

German Shorthair named Hop.

JW:  To Hallon?

TS: Yes, he got a litter of seven and he 

said to me, do you want a pup? I 

said no, that’s okay. If I want to breed, I just 

want the same rights back. So he came to 

Alaska with five of these dogs and ran this 

race in 1998. He got beat that year, Michi 

Kono won it, Curtis Erhart, second, Buddy, 

third, Amy, fourth, and Egil, fifth. He went 

to Tok that following weekend and never lost 

again for five years. So we all jumped on the 

pointer bandwagon. So he upped his stud fee 

and it was tough to buy a dog, so we went to 

New Mexico to breed a pointer cross. But, I 

think it really hurt Alaska because these dogs 

Interview continued on page 39

A family affair: the Streepers take a moment for a picture with old friend and mushing icon, Gareth Wright. From L to R: Clara Streeper, Lina Gladh, Terry Streeper, 
Gareth Wright, Buddy Streeper, Alva Streeper. Photo by Rose Hewitt
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You may ask, just who is “The Old Iditarod Gang”? Well, they are 

a group of people who were actually there for the beginning 

of what is arguably the best sled dog race on the planet. The 

group consists of: Al Crane, Jo Crane, Frank Flavin, Frank Gerjevic, 

Raine Hall Rawlins, Gail Phillips, Walt Phillips, Rob Stapleton, 

Jon Van Zyle, Jona Van Zyle, and Anne Patch Winters. These are 

people who believed in Joe’s dream to have a race from Anchorage 

to Nome and celebrate the history of the sled dog in Alaska. In 

that first ten years (besides two of them running the race: Al Crane 

and Jon Van Zyle) they would hold various board posts, become trail 

photographers or race artists, office workers and generally make sure 

the race made it to the start line each year. It was no mean feat.

With a glut of books in recent years written by and for various 

Iditarod mushers (Lance Mackey, three of the Seavey family: Mitch, 

Dallas, and Dan; Jim Lanier, GB Jones, Hugh Neff, DeeDee Jonrowe, 

Martin Buser, and many others) one wonders what the reasoning was 

for an anthology like this. 

Raine Hall Rawlins told me, “As for me, I wanted to capture the 

magic in the air, the excitement of the day, the spirit of adventure 

and the camaraderie we had in the early days. I wanted to honor our 

old friends and dogs who helped build the foundations of the race. 

I wanted to insure that the future generations would remember our 

names. I wanted to capture the moment. I think we have done that.” 

Al Crane had this to say about working on the book, “In the book, in 

a story- 'A Gamble and A Dream Come True', I wrote about some of the 

personal risks I, and for that matter, many of us took to keep things 

afloat that first decade. At the end of the story, I recounted a telephone 

call I made to Nome when friends called to 

say the web had crashed just as the winner 

was finishing. I said, 'No worries, I’ll just 

call Howard!' And wouldn’t you know, 

he answered his cell on Front Street just 

as Lance Mackey was about to finish the 

race. After a brief update, I asked how it all 

looked and his reply: 'Al, it’s just like you 

and I dreamed!' Like so many, Iditarod 

was an integral part of Jo’s and my life those first years. This book 

is written by those who were there and putting it together not only 

rekindled old friendships but reignited that same old spirit, something 

I will be forever grateful for. The Old Iditarod Gang has told the story 

of those beginnings- the real story in tales and photos never before 

printed! From the beginning some of us were hooked harder than 

others, but we all had a part. …The First Ten Years is the final chapter 

of that dream and a sure validation of all our hard work those many 

years ago.”

 

First of 

all, the book is dedicated to the 

volunteers. The one thing that holds true to this day is 

that the race would never have happened without the volunteers. The 

people who were pulled into Joe’s craziness to make this happen. Their 

stories truly make you wish you could have been there. In fact, for me, 

reading the stories of people you may never have heard of is one of 

the glories of this book. How people worked their lives and schedules 

just so they could be a part of this larger than life adventure. Frank 

Gerjevic writes, “But that was the thing about the race that was the 

spirit of Joe Redington writ large, right across Alaska. His spirit said 

this: “this Iditarod is a great adventure- come join us!”

This is a large coffee table type book at 423 pages and weighing eight 

pounds. It was five years in the making. Five years of toil, tears, and 

pulling out hairs. Five years of collecting amazing stories and then 

the painful decisions of which to publish. They wanted every story 

to be heard, but then the book would have weighed twenty pounds! 

(Can you say sequel??) But in the end, an absolutely fabulous book 

was produced. Full of Jon Van Zyle’s art work that is more than worth 

the price of the book. Photography from the archives of the Anchorage 

Times, Bill Devine, Jim Brown, Frank Flavin, Jeff Schultz and many 

more including private collections, illustrate the amazing stories of 

the first ten years of Iditarod.

What I love about the book is that each story is written by the 

individuals involved. Sometimes they write about someone else. Jon 

Van Zyle wrote about Kathie Mackey Smith because she claims Kathie 

would never write about herself and her story should be told. (Kathie 

Iditarod 
The First Ten Years
An anthology compiled by The Old Iditarod Gang
review by Donna Quante
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The first 10 Iditarods were not like the race today. The trail 
was not always broken. Mushers didn’t have high tech 
sleds and gear or high quality manufactured dog food!
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is a musher and the mother of a couple 

mushers and has dedicated her life to the 

sport in some form or another.) The stories 

have hardly been edited, so the voice of each 

writer is heard and is different from the next. 

Roxanne Barron Bowell writes about getting 

involved with the race in Nome, 1975, “ We 

were there for long hours, but it was a fun, 

enjoyable time. I think we all felt like Iditarod 

was our second family.” That feeling of family 

permeates this book.

The history in this book is never ending and 

immensely enjoyable reading. Learning it was 

Bill Devine that created the “Big I” Iditarod 

logo, realizing the race almost didn’t happen 

because of money, that John Norman would 

provide pro bono legal counsel for years, that 

volunteers like Lynn and Pete Wylie and so 

many others would help for the sheer fun 

and excitement of it all. Joe Redington had a 

way of getting people to help because you just 

couldn’t say no to him.

Of course, there are also lots of musher 

stories. Each one is better than the last. The 

first 10 Iditarods were not like the race today. 

The trail was not always broken. Mushers 

didn’t have high tech sleds and gear or high 

quality manufactured dog food! Teams 

travelled in groups, sharing trail breaking, 

camping together and exchanging food and 

tales around the campfire. 

For musher Joe May, who is not listed on 

the title page, but was part of the “gang” and 

instrumental in getting this book to press, his 

thoughts are quite bold, “I saw the flavor of the 

'original' race being eclipsed by technology, 

money, and media hype. What was once a 

very personal and solitary journey across a 

magical land, a test of 'self', had evolved into 

a contest conducted with a support army of 

vets, pilots, reporters with cameras, gazillions 

of trail markers, and constant surveillance by 

GPS. Self reliance and traditional skills had 

largely been suborned by a 'nanny' system and 

I thought the 'old' race worth remembering 

before it was lost in time – who we were, what 

we had done, and why....for ourselves, for 

family and friends, and for anyone interested 

in a part of Alaska before plastic, money, and 

media changed it.” 

Joe also writes a very touching story in the 

book as a tribute to Peter Kakaruk, an Inupiat 

Native who ran dogs because it was part of 

his life. Joe also writes a history of the dogs 

which is fascinating. You don’t want to miss 

these bits of history as Joe is an excellent 

story teller.

My favorite chapter might be "Unstoppable 

Dogs". Every musher I have 

ever met can tell you stories 

about their dogs, their lineage, 

their good and bad points. 

They tell stories that will make 

you laugh or make you cry, 

stories about the incredible 

bond between musher and 

husky. What is it about these 

dogs that makes a person 

hook up a team of them and 

race across Alaska? Besides Joe’s stories 

mentioned above, this chapter relates tales 

of some of the dogs and their origins. Donna 

Gentry Massay sums up the dogs like this: 

“The early Iditarods had teams composed 
of a huge variety of dogs to match the many 
theories about what the ideal Iditarod dog 
should look like. The group of dogs that had 
the greatest influence in the first decade of 
Iditarod descended from the dogs that shaped 
Alaska racing in the 1950-1970’s: Alaska 
village dogs, commonly called the Alaska 
husky. They came from the Yukon, Kobuk, 
and Kuskokwim drainages, and the Bering 
Sea Coast. With efficient metabolism, mental 
and physical toughness, and real work ethic, 
these dogs were skilled athletes who blazed 
the trail for the continuing evolution of the 
Iditarod dog.”

I have yet to find anything to dislike about 

this book. I am still reading it, savoring 

every story. I think we all know that mushers 

experience the highest of highs and the lowest 

of lows running the Iditarod. One of my 

favorite stories is by Jerry Mercer. He writes, 

“You get up the next morning at 4:00 as 
usual, feed and doctor your dogs, and start 
to go to the cabin for coffee, when it starts to 
get light. You look down the trail to the next 
checkpoint, just like a bobsled trail, slick 
with high sides, not a cloud in the sky, perfect 
weather, the dogs are barking and lunging at 
their lines. So without a second thought, you 
start to harness dogs and pack the sled. You 
slip out of camp as quietly as possible, so as 
not to wake other mushers. The sun comes 
up, the mountains are beautiful this morning, 
the trail is by far the best you have seen since 
leaving Anchorage, and the dogs are acting 
as if they know that Nome is just over the 
next hill and you know what is meant by the 
phrase “on a natural high”. Everything is just 
perfect and couldn’t be any better.

Suddenly you remember that you were 
going to tell the last checkpoint operator that 
you were going to quit. What could you have 
been thinking about? This is fun and you are 

having the best time of your life.”
  The book ends with two chapters of photos 

and stories of children of the Iditarod: the 

next generation. Included is information on 

the Junior Iditarod and on the children of 

mushers who have run the Iditarod. Some 

of those children also have run the race and 

some have even won it. The future of the race 

is in the hands of these “children” and all 

other young mushers with a will and a dream 

to cross the great state of Alaska on the back 

of a dog sled. The race may not be the same 

as it was in the first ten years, but it is an 

Alaskan tradition which has earned it’s place 

in the lore of the North.

 Last points of interest. No one was paid 

to write or help with this book. Just as with 

Iditarod, it was put together by volunteers. 

Money to have it published came through a 

GoFundMe account. A portion of the proceeds 

from the sale of this book will be donated 

to the Iditarod Trail Race Foundation and 

designated for use by the Trail Veterinarians 

for dog care. So far, $4,500 has been donated. 

An idea to place this book in every checkpoint 

on the trail has become a reality as well. 

Two copies were sent by volunteers to each 

school or library of each checkpoint and a few 

extra communities by people who believe in 

encouraging the next generation of mushers 

and to those who wish to preserve the rich 

history of the race. If you are a mushing fan, 

or have an interest in this part of Alaska, you 

must have this book. You’ll thank me later!

Donna Quante is the owner of  Husky 
Productions and has been a recreational 
musher since the mid 1970’s. She can 
only dream of running Iditarod—this 
book is a huge help with that! You can 
find more about Quante's work at www.
huskyproductions.net
To order Iditarod the First Ten Years, 

go to: www.iditarodfirsttenyears.com 

Also available in bookstores throughout 
Alaska.
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The Sockeye fire on June 14, 2015, in Willow, Alaska, shocked 

the mushing world as it took the homes and kennels from 

several mushers (over 1,000 dogs were evacuated) who live 

along the Parks Highway. The fire burned nearly 10,000 acres after 

two Anchorage residents, who fled the scene after the fire quickly 

spread out of control, started the fire by burning debris without any 

sort of containment. Luckily, emergency planning and community 

support mitigated the negative impact from the fire and have bolstered 

the ongoing recovery efforts.

Call to Action and Response:
Early summer heat and dryness set the stage for the Sockeye fire. The 

sometimes 90F temperatures, coupled with shifting winds, caused the 

fire to unpredictably spread at speeds of up to 30 mph, leaving a trail of 

charred forest and burnt structures that were a small resemblance of 

their original form. As you can imagine, this means that nearby homes 

were unsafe as the fire erratically spread in different directions.

The immediate response by those in the Willow vicinity, was 

swift and dire as the fire seemingly appeared overnight. Fire crews, 

local and state law enforcement, many local businesses and private 

volunteers/donors started a domino chain of emergency rescue and 

relief that resulted in a global support and relief response- thanks 

to the generosity of fellow mushers and supporters of our sport from 

around the world- and social media.

Fire crews, local and state law enforcement, shut off the Willow 

span of the Parks Highway and evacuated many of the residents in the 

immediate area. The fire did actually jump the highway from one side 

to the other, making the fire more difficult to contain. 

Once the fire started, Underdog Feeds (the designated evacuation 

center decided by the Willow Dog Mushers Association) took in 

several of the evacuated mushers. Kathy Buser, wife of Martin Buser, 

used social media to spread the word that they had room to house 

mushers and their dogs. At the height of the fire, the Buser’s housed 

up to 350 displaced dogs. They were able to accommodate so many 

dogs because they had 64 dogs doing tours in Juneau for the summer. 

Scott Jansen (The Mushin’ Mortician) and a number of other private 

kennels provided shelter for the rest of mushers and their dogs. 

Once mushers were in the evacuation centers, they had their dogs 

picketed in any place possible: from tree-to-tree, in parking lots, off 

vehicles, etc. as they waited for word about the status of progression of 

the fire and whether or not their homes had fallen victim to the fire. As 

those displaced awaited word of the fire’s activity, anticipation set in 

and stories began to circulate that detailed some of the events. 

There were several accounts of mushers and other residents who 

received notice of the fire only minutes before the fire swept through 

their homes. This swift call-to-action forced some mushers to 

jeopardize their safety in order to ensure the safety of their dogs.

Meanwhile, local businesses and support groups, community 

THE BIG BURN
Lessons learned from Willow's Sockeye wildfire
by Jake Witkop
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members and relief organizations quickly 

responded to the needs of those evacuated. 

Cases of bottled water, tarps, food (human 

and pet), etc. came flowing in. The wave 

of relief continued as out-of-state and 

international relief came from many areas 

as many outsiders followed the events from 

different news outlets, and social media.

Foresight and Action: The evacuation plan
Approximately one month prior to the 

start of the fire, the Willow Dog Mushers 

Association worked with local Animal Control 

Officers to develop an evacuation plan in the 

event of an emergency. Robert Sexton of the 

Willow Dog Mushers Association, shared 

much advice about their plan and what they 

learned from the fire.

Robert’s advice:
• Have a set location for an evacuation center, 

and at least a plan B.

• When traveling away from your kennel, have 

a contact person who can readily be available 

in case of an emergency, especially a friend, 

etc. who knows the dogs. 

• Proper transportation: dog box on a trailer 

or a designated dog truck left at the kennel at 

all times. 

• Bowls, tarps (to keep the dogs out of the 

weather), rope (to hang the tarp), picket 

lines, large water container. *Since many 

of the basic needs (water, food, etc.) were 

immediately made available from community 

support, tarps became the most requested 

item because it was 90F and the dogs were 

picketed in paved parking lots.

• Community integration of mushers/

enthusiasts because mushers have the 

responsibility to take care of their dogs first. 

• After running one of the larger evacuation 

centers at her home, Kathy Buser had a few 

suggestions for emergency situations with 

dogs: tethers that have snaps on both ends. 

This allows dogs to be evacuated with a 

chain that is long enough for anyone to safely 

grab, and for tying around trees once in the 

evacuation area. She also suggests having 

summer transportation available for the dogs 

that is well ventilated with tarps, and water 

bowls. 

Aftermath:
As summer progresses, it is on to the 

rebuilding phase. Many avenues for support 

are available if you wish to help our fellow 

mushers rebuild and move forward.

email: info@willowdogmushers.com

Facebook: Willow Dog Mushers Association

Paypal: Willow Dog Mushers Assocation

Mail: 

Willow Dog Mushers Association

PO BOX 805 

Willow AK 99688

The self-sacrifice of many fellow mushers 

during the fire and the response of the 

highly dispersed, yet tight-knit mushing 

community, makes me proud to be involved 

in our sport. Thank you to everyone who has 

helped, whether small or big, you have made 

a difference. •
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More than you wanted 
to know about poop       

Poop reflects the health of the dog. Observing color, consistency, 

frequency and quantity helps you evaluate each dog. By picking 

up the manure once or twice a day, you’ll quickly spot any 

irregularities that indicate an evolving medical problem.

    Additionally, as you walk around the dog yard with your scoop and 

bucket, you can socialize with the dogs and notice any other oddities 

that might require your attention: a subdued or lame dog, or a dog 

house requiring repair.

What’s Normal?
Normal poop is solid enough to hold its shape, but not hard and 

crumbly. The color depends on diet, usually having some shade of 

brown that doesn’t vary much if you feed a stable, unchanging diet. 

(Some feed companies, especially the cheaper ones, add a dye that 

colors poop.)

Most dogs poop two to four times daily, producing more when eating 

large amounts of food or when fed lower-quality dog food. Cheap dog 

foods make bulkier stools because they include extra filler instead 

of the highly-digestible protein and fat found in the better feeds. 

(Even the best feeds provide some fiber such as beet pulp to produce 

consistency so the poop is neither too hard nor too soft.)

What’s Not Normal?
Obviously, diarrhea is not normal (see below). A few dogs have 

trouble with constipation. Poop with mucous, blood or foam are also 

red flags.  If the poop is soft but not runny, it could reflect a low-quality 

food, especially if you see it in all the dogs. A single dog with chronic 

loose stools might actually have a food allergy, or a reaction to stress 

or hard work which is common in some lines and breeds of dogs. 

Odd colors sometimes indicate a problem -- or not. A highly-

digestible food with a lot of bone, such as whole fish, might normally 

cause hard gray poop, while foamy gray poop may indicate pancreatitis, 

a painful and potentially serious condition. Blood in the gut can cause 

black poop with a sticky, tarry consistency; this may be from gastro-

intestinal bleeding, or it might come from feeding lots of bloody meat 

or liver. Bright red blood on the poop usually means damage in the 

lower gut, perhaps caused by a foreign object, an infection or colitis. 

Intestinal infections can cause diarrhea, sometimes foamy or with 

creepy colors like yellow or even icky green.

Constipation rarely affects working dogs on a good diet; usually it 

hits old, inactive dogs. If the dog strains to poop and produces dry, 

crumbly manure, try adding some bulk to his diet by mixing psyllium 

or beet pulp with wet food, and encourage drinking more water. Cut 

back any bone or bone meal. A chronic problem requires veterinary 

intervention. 

If the dog stops pooping altogether, especially if he stops eating or 

throws up everything he eats, or has a high pulse and a painful, rigid 

abdomen, it may be an impaction that likely requires surgery. This has 

happened to us twice in the last 40 years: one dog ate a few too many 

spruce cones, and the other ingested a sharp rock. Both fortunately 

recovered fully after surgery. Gobbled-up rags, dog harnesses or bone 

chips can cause obstructions, as well as scar tissue and tumors. 

by Miki and Julie Collins

The easiest way to housebreak puppies is to bring them inside for a 
nap when they are tired, then rush them outside the moment they wake 
up. After the potty break, they can come back in for play and social-
izing.

The dogs poop and you pick it up, and that’s 
all there is to it, right? You’d be surprised! 
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Diarrhea
Diarrhea is not a disease, but rather a 

symptom of distress in the digestive tract. 

Frequent, loose or watery poop can range 

from mild to severe; acute or chronic; an 

inconvenience, a frustrating problem or a 

life-threatening condition. In puppies and 

debilitated or dehydrated dogs it becomes 

especially dangerous. Diarrhea can have 

a wide range of causes including an 

inappropriate diet (overfeeding, poor quality 

or sudden changes in feed, or too much fat), 

parasites and other infections, inflammatory 

bowel disease, food allergies, a lack of 

digestive enzymes, poor absorption, colitis, 

emotional stress, over-heating, poisons and 

toxins, certain drugs or intussusception (a 

telescoping of the intestines). Contagious 

infections are common, especially among 

dogs who attend events like races or group 

treks. Vaccines are available for some diseases 

including distemper, parvo and corona.

When evaluating diarrhea, consider the 

severity, duration, and other clues such 

as unusual colors, blood, mucous or gas. 

Look for fever, dehydration, rapid pulse, 

a rigid or painful abdomen and whether 

the dog acts sick. When in doubt, consult 

your veterinarian. If all your dogs suddenly 

develop diarrhea overnight, review any 

recent exposures to sick dogs as well as 

sudden diet changes, whether you fed extra 

fat or spoiled food, or made some other error 

in husbandry. If diarrhea runs (pun intended) 

through your yard with some dogs sickening 

as others improve, a contagious disease may 

be the culprit.

    Most simple diarrheas clear up if you 

withhold food for a day or so, followed by 

small bland meals such as cooked white 

rice with a bit of chicken or fish. Certain 

supplements may help, especially with stress 

diarrhea. These include psyllium, Blue Heron 

(a psyllium product with added herbals), 

probiotics, glutamine and digestive aids like 

Prozyme. Your veterinarian may recommend 

a course of Metronidazole 

antibiotics or anti-diarrhea 

medications such as Lomotil. 

Knowing the cause helps 

you tailor the treatment 

or prevention of diarrhea. 

Treat medical problems and 

infections with your vet’s 

help; attempt to control 

emotional or heat stress by 

avoiding conditions that 

trigger these problems; find 

a balanced diet that the 

dogs tolerate well and avoid 

sudden dietary changes; 

and develop a conscientious 

worming program with your 

vet.

Severe diarrhea can 

become life-threatening and 

require IV fluid and other 

supportive care: consult your 

veterinarian!

Parasites
Once we spotted 

creepy little fluorescent 

orange specks squirming 

and emerging from 

Toulouse’s poop. A 

veterinary consult 

revealed that they were 

salmon flukes. More 

commonly, segments of 

tapeworms appear in 

the poop, or even whole 

round worms.

Typically, however, 

only the microscopically-

tiny eggs of parasites are 

passed. Some parasites, 

like Giardia and 

Echinococcus, might 

spread to humans, so 

talk to your veterinarian 

about concerns in your 

area, and keep scooping that poop and 

washing your hands. Your veterinary office 

can perform fecal exams to determine if your 

dogs have parasites.

Old-timers suggested removing worms by 

withholding food for a day or so and then 

feeding the hairy hide of a moose. While 

the bristly hair probably does reduce the 

parasite load by scraping worms out, it won’t 

remove everything, especially the embedded 

heads of tapeworms. Instead, work with your 

veterinarian to establish a good parasite-

control program.

Manure disposal
Quickly removing poop interrupts 

the parasite cycle and reduces the whole 

parasite problem. It prevents salts and other 

undesirables from leaching into the soil or 

water table. It also keeps the dogs cleaner and 

improves the appearance of your dog yard, 

which is especially important if you invite in 

the public. (Not many visitors notice when the 

yard is clean. They ALL notice when it’s not!) 

Find a scooper you like, whether it’s a 

commercial product, a lightweight shovel or 

a manure rake. A small hoe or board helps 

push the poop onto the shovel. From there, a 

handy bucket can collect the manure. Check 

local regulations regarding manure disposal. 

Many landfills don’t accept it but composting 

During seasons with daily freeze/thaw cycles, clean-up chores are 
easier if done while the snow is thawed. This is also a fun time to 
socialize with the dogs.

Dogs kept on a picket line in camp don’t have much room to move 
around. Unless you move camp every day, make an extra effort to keep 
the area clean. Beginner Basics: Poop continued on page 29
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It Takes a Great Team 
to Win These Races:

2006 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006 Diavik 150 • WIN

2005 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN

2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life  

stages, nutritionally  
supporting great dogs.
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Customer Appreciation Spring Fling 
Sale going on now!  

Take 20% off most of our items!
* Does not include sled repair, sleds, dog food and dogs.

Spectra Rope (3/8” & 1/4”) now available for ganglines by the foot or spool.
Fully padded collars, Reflective cord for tail loops, Harnesses (including closed
cell foam in X-back or H-backs), Collars, Leashes, Dog Packs by “Wolf Packs”,
Dog Coats, Dog Bags, Sled Bags, Lines, Skijoring Equip., Booties, Hardware,

including Italian and Swedish snaps and Engerts Latches, Poly Rope, Runner
Plastic, Roller Blading & Hiking Equip., Snowhooks, Cable Ganglines &

Stakeouts, Arctic Headlamps, S-Hook Chain tools, 
Arctic Star, Chatmac and Bogeyman Sleds

Free Catalog Available
or view online at www.nooksackracing.com

NOOKSACK RACING SUPPLY
202 Mechanic Falls Road - Oxford, ME 04270

Tel: (207) 539-4324  Fax: (207) 539-9681
Email: info@nooksackracing.com

Web Site: nooksackracing.com
NooksackRacing Team would like to thank Bushmaster Firearms, Maine
Thread, Lewiston Rubber Supply, Chatmac Sled Dog Supply,  and all our cus-
tomers - old and new, for their continued suport as we go into the 2005 racing
season.  We invite you to join us at the Down East Sled Dog races in Maine.
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on your property might be an option. Place 

your pile in a remote spot where it won’t 

contaminate ground water or offend anyone. 

Heap the manure in a steep-sided, flat-topped 

pile, ideally layered with straw, dead leaves or 

sawdust to speed decomposition and control 

odor. Keep it damp but not slimey-wet by 

watering lightly or protecting it from rain as 

needed. 

A properly-maintained manure pile can 

heat up enough to kill most pathogens, but 

the resulting compost should not be used on 

edible plants. It isn’t as balanced as composted 

horse manure so use it with caution.

Other Considerations
Puppies can crash fast if they get sick, so 

prevention takes a high priority. Common 

pathogens that affect puppies include 

Coccidia, parvo and roundworms, all 

transmitted in poop, making frequent clean-

up a critical part of keeping puppies healthy. 

When we have puppies, a bucket and scooper 

lives by their pen for scooping poop several 

times a day. It’s easiest to do this when the 

puppies are busy nursing or out on their 

daily walk! Scattering a handful of dog food 

or passing out chewy treats can also distract 

them from mobbing you as you do the 

chores. 

Long-distance mushers often 

struggle with canine gut problems. 

Large gatherings of dogs usually 

include a few contagious ones; add 

the general stress and huge amounts 

of foods, including potentially-thawed 

meat, that these dogs must digest, 

and diarrhea can spread among the 

teams. Unfortunately the tail-enders 

travel over all the waste products left 

by the speedier mushers and suffer 

the consequences. Some dogs with 

the squirts can still travel happily if 

you keep them well hydrated, but you 

must work closely with the trail vets 

so they aren’t pushed over the edge. 

Be realistic and accepting when facing 

the necessity of dropping dogs or even 

scratching if that’s best for them.

Many mushers, and racers in 

particular, teach their dogs to poop 

while running. Many do so naturally; 

if not it’s usually a simple matter of 

allowing the dog to lean against his 

neckline until he learns to do it easily. 

A few dogs have to strain more than 

others and find it so difficult you may prefer 

to stop for them. Allowing these dogs to run 

loose for a few minutes before hooking them 

up often solves that problem as they usually 

poop in the first five minutes of exercise. Of 

course, non-competitive mushers can stop 

whenever they like and have the option of 

stopping for every dog.

Bring clean-up tools and poop containers 

when you truck your dogs anywhere. Use 

them religiously, whether at a staging area 

or roadside dog drop, and take pride in 

setting a good example for people who don’t 

u nde r s t a nd mushing.

Some dogs eat their poop. Buy a food 

supplement formulated to hopefully prevent 

this, or change the diet, add a vitamin-

mineral supplement, or try to pick up the 

poop as soon as it’s produced. 

This may be more than you wanted to 

know about poop. The two most important 

facts are: pick it up, and if in doubt ask your 

veterinarian! •

When you gotta go, you gotta go! Due to the 
sheer speed involved, sprint dogs must poop on 
the fly. A dog that tries to stop can cost a musher 
several places or more.

Even if a nearby body of water tempts you to 
dispose of manure on the ice, resist the urge 
to do so. It would contaminate the water and 
is illegal in most places.

Beginner Basics: Poop continued from page 27
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son and James bays.  During the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces 
of the “Northwest Territories” were calved 
off to expand existing provinces or to create 
new territories.    British Columbia became 
a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to 
this, in 1858, it had become a British Colo-
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.  
With the creation of new countries, colonies, 
provinces and territories came government 
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser-
vices.  Prime among these was the establish-
ment of postal services.

Using British Columbia as an example, 
the early delivery of mail was through the 
fur trading companies (after 1821, only 
the Hudson’s Bay Company remained), the 
church and private entrepreneurs.  With 
the establishment of the Colony of British 
Columbia, post offi ces were established in 
various settlements and contracts were let 
for the delivery of mail  by private contrac-
tors by the Colonial government.  In reality, 
it was a continuation of what had been in 
place before colonialization.  When British 
Columbia became a province in 1871, the 
federal government assumed responsibility 
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on 
the already-established network of post of-
fi ces and private contractors.  Among these 
contractors were a certain number of dog 
mushers who would either contract directly 
with the government or would sub-contract 

with one of the transportation companies to 
deliver the winter mail.  This was particularly 
true along the route of the Yukon Telegraph 
line which ran north to Atlin and eventually 
to Dawson City. 

During the various gold rushes, when there 
were massive infl uxes of “foreign” gold crazy 
stampeders, governments were desperate to 
establish jurisdiction over their territory.  This 
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo 
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum-
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the 
Yukon and Alaska Territories.  A fascinating 
look at the evolution of the delivery of the 
winter mail took place during the Klondike 
Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893.  In 
the Klondike, both the fl edgling Canadian 
government as well as the U.S. government 
staked out their respective jurisdictions by 
ensuring that post offi ces were established 
in their respective territories at key boundary 
and transportation crossroads.  The Canadi-
an government also ensured that the North-
west Mounted Police as well as a group sol-
diers  known as the Yukon Field Force were 
present to protect sovereignty, to collect du-
ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver 
the mail.  It seemed like in the early days, 
any federal government employee qualifi ed 
to become a postmaster.

These early days of mail delivery in the 
Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at 
the same time.  Huge volumes of mail were 

transported by dog team along the full 
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Ben-
net to Dawson City.  Hundreds of pounds 
of letter mail consisting of thousands of let-
ters made their way up and down the Yukon 
River in a dog sled.  Only fi rst class mail 
was hauled by dog team, there was no room 
for junk mail, that could wait for the summer 
when the sternwheelers were in operation.   
There was signifi cant co-operation and co-
ordination between the Canadian and the 
U.S. postal services, and in the early days, 
the private freighters as well.

 In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute 
to this wonderful rich history with the pro-
duction of a special stamp to be released 
on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ-
ated with the delivery of mail by dog team 
in Canada.  These stamps as well as  fi rst 
day covers can be ordered from both inside 
and outside of Canada.   When the stamp 
is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be pos-
sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post 
website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting 
(English) or www.postescanada.ca/collec-
tion (French). Information will be posted on 
the website about purchasing on-line or via 
phone.  In Canada interested persons may 
go to their local post offi ce. It might not be 
a bad idea to go early and ask the local 
offi cials to order as many of the stamps and 
fi rst day covers as you will need. • 
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There is good evidence to suggest that the first domestic dogs to 

enter North America did so while pulling sleds of some sort. 

In the early 1990s archeologists unearthed an ancient hunters’ 

encampment on Zhokhov Island in the Novosibirk archipelago, and 

discovered the remnants of a dog harness, some dog sleds, and a very 

well preserved dog bone. Radiocarbon analysis of the findings showed 

that their approximate age was 7,800-8,000 years.

North America's historical 'Eskimos' (Inuit, Inupiat, Yupik, etc.) 

have been driving sled dogs since the dawn of human memory yet 

there is no evidence to indicate that Native American or First Nations 

people, historically referred to as Indians, used dogs to draw sleds 

prior to the introduction of the European fur-trade. While the absence 

of evidence is not necessarily evidence of absence, historical Native 

American and First Nations dog driving equipment and methods were 

much more similar to those of Europeans rather than Eskimos, which 

contributes to a strong case. Comparing observations recorded in the 

narrative journals of John Franklin's first overland expedition with 

those of his second expedition shows that the Dog Rib people of the 

Mackenzie River District did not start mushing sled dogs until some 

point between 1824 and 1826.

The best available evidence suggests that French colonists were the 

first to harness dogs to sleds in the boreal regions, combining types 

of harnesses and rigs that were well known in their homeland with 

the Native-invented toboggan. Dog power was an important feature 

of daily life in Lower Canada from the 17th century. In 1688-89 

LaHontan observed sleds "drawn by great dogs" were in common use.

Sled dogs became even more important to French colonists in the 

18th century. Peter Kalm wrote the most descriptive early 18th century 

account in 1749.  "In winter it is customary in Canada, for travellers to 

put dogs before little sledges, made on purpose to hold their cloathes, 

Sled dogs of the Canadian Fur Trade
by Thom Swan

There is good evidence to suggest that the first domestic dogs   to enter North America did so while pulling sleds of some sort.
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provisions, etc.. Poor people commonly 

employ them on their winter-journies, and 

go on foot themselves. Almost all the wood, 

which the poorer people in this country fetch 

out of the woods in winter, is carried by dogs, 

which have therefore got the name of horses 

of the poor people. They commonly place a 

pair of dogs before each load of wood. I have, 

likewise seen some neat little sledges, for 

ladies to ride in, in winter; they are drawn by 

a pair of dogs, and go faster on a good road, 

than one would think. A middle-sized dog is 

sufficient to draw a single person, when the 

roads are good."

Once introduced, the practice of driving 

dogs caught on fast among Natives. In order 

to trap enough fur to trade for the most 

desirable and expensive items, Natives had to 

travel further and faster and needed a more 

efficient means of transporting their furs to 

trading posts and their purchases back to 

their camps. They already had toboggans and 

suitable dogs, all they needed to do was put 

the two together. As Native people visited 

and traded among each other, the practice of 

dog mushing was introduced, typically about 

a decade or so before the first fur traders 

entered a new trading region.

The "Indian" Dogs:
The most common dogs pressed into sled 

service in the fur-trade, by Natives and 

Whites alike, were Indian dogs.  Originally 

kept by aboriginal people for hunting, 

packing, religious sacrifices, security and in 

some cultures even as mobile meals, many of 

the Native dogs were already well suited for 

the job of drawing a sledge.  Natives often 

enjoyed a surplus of dogs and were willing 

to trade them, sometimes quite cheaply. For 

example, on September 16th, 1800 Alexander 

Henry the Younger wrote that he purchased 3 

trained sled dogs for three quarts of watered 

down liquor.

In those rare fur-trade documents that 

mention breeds or types of sled dogs, Indian 

dogs (often referred to as Indian mongrels) 

were far and away most common, but those 

business records did not describe the dogs 

in any great detail. The narratives, letters, 

memoirs and other documents written by 

explorers, missionaries and other visitors 

to the fur-trading region during the 19th 

century are often more descriptive.

One of the best first hand descriptions of 

the Native sled dogs used in the fur trade was 

provided in the memoirs of H.M. Robinson, 

who wrote, “These animals are mostly of the 

ordinary Indian kind, large, long-legged, and 

wolfish with sharp muzzles, pricked ears, 

and thick, straight, wiry hair. White is one of 

the most usual colors, but brown, blue-grey, 

red, yellow, and white marked with spots of 

black, or of the other various hues, are also 

common. Some of them are black with white 

paws, others are covered with long rough 

hair, like Russian setters. There are others of 

a light bluish-grey, with dark, almost black 

spots spread over the whole body.

James Carnegie (Earl of Southesk) 

described his team during the winter of 

1859-60, writing, "My team consists of three 

middle-sized Indian dogs, sharp-nosed, 

bushy-haired and wolfish. Chocolat, the 

leader, is dark red; Casse-toute, grey, shaded 

with black; and Fox, reddish fawn-colour."

Robert Kennicott and some other historical 

authors referred to Indian dogs as "geddies" 

or "giddies", to differentiate them from sled 

dogs developed by Whites in the later years 

of the fur trade. Kennicott wrote that the 

Indian dogs of the Mackenzie River District. 

"... look a good deal like a fox, only heavier 

and stronger in every way. They are hardy 

to a wonderful degree." Frank Russell wrote, 

"Most of them are of the wolfish breed known 

as Indian dogs, or, in the far North, - giddes; 

these are smaller and more uniform in color 

than those kept by the whites."

Pure blood Indian dogs were already 

nearing extinction as a result of diseases and 

interbreeding with European dogs prior to the 

age of photography. I know of only 2 historical 

photographs that we can be reasonably 

certain are of pure Indian sled dogs. The 

copyright of one of these is in private hands, 

but an on-line search for 'Horse Creek Mary' 

and 'dogs' will usually provide copies of the 

image as a result. The second, an image of a 

nearly starved dog in summer coat is from 

an expedition report published in 1898, is 

included as an illustration of this article.

The demise of purebred Indian dogs 

was noted even before 1914, when Alaskan 

missionary Hudson Stuck wrote "The 'Siwash' 

dog is the common Indian dog; generally 

undersized, uncared for, half starved most of 

the time, and snappish because not handled 

save with roughness. In general appearance 

he resembles somewhat a small malamute, 

though, indeed, nowadays so mixed have 

the breeds become that he may be any cur or 

mongrel."

My own team consists primarily of dogs 

that are similar to the historical descriptions 

and images of Indian dogs. They have been 

difficult to find even in the remote bush 

regions of Alaska and Yukon Territory. Artist 

Veryl Goodnight's painting "March On The 

Mail Trail" depicts the author's team in a 

late 19th century context. My dogs Orion and 

Capella are representative of the historical 

descriptions of 18th and early 19th century 

Indian dogs.

The "Eskimo" Dogs:
During the late 18th through the 19th 

century, a few "Esquimeaux dogs" found their 

way into the boreal regions. Compared to 

the Indian dogs, the Eskimo animals (called 

"Eskies" and later bastardized to "Huskies") 

Gidde by Russell

Fur Trade dogs continued on page 32

There is good evidence to suggest that the first domestic dogs   to enter North America did so while pulling sleds of some sort.

Orion and Capella 
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were selectively bred for thousands of human 

generations for genetic traits specific to 

hauling heavy loads over long distances. It's 

no surprise that the historical Nor'westers 

regarded the Eskimo dogs as the very best of 

sled dogs.

Archaeological findings on Zhokov Island 

and other sites indicate that the ancestors 

of the modern Inuit Sled Dogs likely drew 

their owner's goods and supplies across 

Beringia 7800 to 8000 years before modern 

time.  Professor Jean Aigner, head of the 

University of Alaska Fairbanks anthropology 

department, has asserted that there is firm 

evidence that Alaskan Natives have been 

using dogs to draw sleds for at least the last 

1,000 years.  An illustration on the frontspiece 

of the 1657 edition of Martin Frobisher's 

Historia Navigationis includes an image of an 

Eskimo dog in harness drawing a sled.

In 1749, Kalm was describing the Eskimo 

people in the region of Labrador when he 

wrote, "For many centuries past they have had 

dogs whose ears are erected, and never hang 

down. They make use of them for hunting, and 

instead of horses in winter, for drawing their 

goods on the ice. They themselves sometimes 

ride in sledges drawn by dogs. They have no 

other domestic animal." (Kalm, 366)

In describing the array of dogs at a Hudson's 

Bay Company post, H.M. Robinson wrote, "It 

sometimes happens, however, that among 

this howling pack of mongrels there may be 

picked out a genuine train of dogs. There is 

no mistake about them in size or form, from 

foregoer to hindmost hauler. They are of 

pure Esquimaux breed, the bush-tailed, fox-

headed, long-furred, clean-legged animals, 

whose ears, sharp-pointed and erect, spring 

from a head embedded in thick tufts of wooly 

hair. These animals have come from the far-

northern districts, and have brought a round 

sum to their owners. They are of much more 

equable temper than their wolfish brethern, 

and frequently have a keen appreciation of 

kindness."

Describing his own Eskimo dogs, 

missionary Egerton R Young wrote "The 

pure Eskimo dog is not devoid of beauty. His 

compact body, well furred; his sharp-pointed, 

alert-looking ears; his fox-like muzzle; his 

good legs and firm, hard feet; his busy tail, 

of which he often seems so proud; and his 

bright, roguish eyes, place him in no mean 

position among the other dogs of the world. 

His colour varies from the purest white to jet 

black. I owned two so absolutely white that 

not a coloured hair could be found on either 

of them. ... The working weight of my Eskimo 

dogs ranged from sixty to a hundred and 

thirty pounds. It seemed rather remarkable 

that some of the lighter dogs were quite equal 

in drawing power to others that were very 

much larger and heavier."

Although still referred to as the Canadian 

Eskimo Dog by the Canadian Kennel Club, the 

preferred term for pure blood Eskimo dogs is 

"Inuit Sled Dog". Among dog mushers they are 

known by their Inuktituk name of "qimmiq". 

It has been estimated that in the 1920s some 

20,000 such dogs were living in the arctic 

regions of Canada alone. A combination of 

cross-breeding, disease and an apparent 

attempt by the Canadian Government to 

eradicate the breed resulted in fewer than 

200 animals left alive.  The breed might 

have gone extinct if not for the efforts of the 

Eskimo Dog Research Foundation created by 

William Carpenter and John McGrath. The 

foundation purchased dogs from remote Inuit 

camps and began breeding them to increase 

their numbers.

Most modern Inuit Sled Dogs are found 

in the arctic regions of Canada and a few 

working kennels in the upper Midwest region 

of the United States. A few mushers in Alaska 

have some Canadian Inuit dogs or mixes as 

well. One of my own dogs, a mix of Canadian 

Eskimo Dog and Yukon River Dog named 

Innoko, has the general appearance and 

temperament of the ancient Eskimo dogs.

The Mixed Breed Dogs:
By the early 19th century, European breeds 

of dog were present at least in small numbers 

at some of the furthest and most remote 

posts of the fur-trade. In 1805, Alexander 

Mackenzie, nephew of Sir Alexander 

Mackenzie who explored the river that bears 

his name, was headquartered at Great Bear 

Lake. Among his personal possessions was a 

retriever who amazed the local Athabascans 

by fetching shot birds from the water.

In 1814 Alexander Henry the Younger 

wrote, "Mr. Franchere brought down the 

dogs belonging to this place (Fort George, 

formerly Astoria).... They are of an excellent 

breed of the Mastiff kind.... The bitches are 

of the Hound kind, all famous watch dogs." 

"Eskimo Dog" by Adney Innoko, the author's dog carries traits similar to ancient Eskimo dogs.

“Eskimo Dogs" then and now:

Fur Trade dogs continued from page 31
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Seven years later Captain John Franklin observed European dogs at 

Cumberland House on the Saskatchewan River. Franklin wrote, "This 

morning the sporting part of our society had rather a novel diversion: 

intelligence having been brought that a wolf had borne away a steel 

trap, in which he had been caught, a party went in search of the 

marauder, and took two English bull-dogs and a terrier, which had 

been brought into the country this season."

In the early 19th century fur-trade dog mushers began intentionally 

mixing European breeds with Indian dogs in hopes of creating dogs 

more suited for the job at hand.  Reduced staffing and more efficient 

business practices instituted by the Hudson Bay Company's George 

Simpson provided incentive because fewer laborers, longer distances 

and heavier cargoes demanded larger, stronger dogs.

There appears to have been a strong preference for large, molosser 

type dogs such as mastiffs, Newfoundland Dogs, Saint Bernards 

and similar breeds. That is evidenced in the DNA of modern racing 

Alaskan Huskies, a majority of whom carry genes normally associated 

with Anatolian Shepherd Dogs. The Anatolian is a large molosser 

livestock guardian breed developed in Turkey, but not known in North 

America before the 1950s, and even today still quite rare.

The most notable of the crossbred dogs were the dogs of the Hudson's 

Bay Company's Mackenzie River District. By the 1860s the Yukon 

River Dogs (later referred to as "Mackenzie River Huskies") were 

known and respected throughout the Northland, even at locations far 

removed from modern Yukon and Nunavut Territories.

In 1861 Robert Kennicott described his Yukon River Dogs. "The 

original stock has probably been some large, strong dog, and they 

have become hardier by a very slight intermixture with Indian dogs. 

Of course the best dogs are bred from, and thus at last the general 

stock has come to possess peculiar strength and powers of endurance. 

This breed of dogs is now carefully kept distinct from the Indian 

dogs, or "geddies" as they are called, even though they have originally 

been improved by an intermixture of geddie blood.... Two of mine are 

quarter geddies, and one of them, though very large, is almost exactly 

the shape of a geddie.... My other two dogs are pure-blooded 'Yukon 

dogs,' as a particularly fine breed, mostly found at this post, is called. 

(Kennicott 184)

Frank Russell wrote, "The dogs of the Mackenzie District are the 

largest and best trained of all that I saw in the North. They have been 

bred especially for hauling upon the established routes of travel, where 

weight, rather than endurance, is desired."

The fame of these dogs continued well into the 20th century, 

even as more out-crossing with European breeds created additional 

confusion. This is demonstrated in Hudson Stuck's 1914 description. 

"Many years ago the Hudson Bay voyageurs bred some selected strains 

of imported dog with the Indian dogs of those parts, or else did no 

more than carefully select the best individuals of the native species 

and bred from them exclusively - it is variously stated - and that is the 

accepted origin of the 'husky.' The malamute and the husky are the 

two chief sources of the white man's dog teams, though cross-breeding 

with setters and pointers, hounds of various sorts, mastiffs, Saint 

Bernards, and Newfoundlands has resulted in a general admixture of 

breeds, so that the work dogs of Alaska are an heterogenous lot today. 

It should also be stated that the terms 'malamute' and 'husky' are very 

generally confused and often used interchangeably." (Stuck 392)

Today the famous Mackenzie River Huskies are exceedingly rare 

though a few dedicated fanciers are making every reasonable effort to 

Fur Trade dogs continued on page 34
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preserve the breed.

When the Job Changes - the Dog Changes:
Three 20th century events combined 

to threaten the existence of the historical 

working dog breeds that were once common 

throughout the far north. The first of these 

was the development of organized sled dog 

racing.

Established in 1908, the Nome Kennel Club 

held the first "All Alaskan Sweepstakes" race 

- from Nome to Candle and back - offering 

serious prize money to the winner. In 1909 the 

first teams of Siberian huskies were imported 

to Nome, by Charles Fox and Maule Ramsey. 

Those two teams took first and second place 

in the 1910 event. The winning team, driven 

by John "Iron Man" Johnson, set a record that 

stood until the centennial reenactment of the 

race in 2008.  With serious money on the line, 

so many Alaskan dog mushers sought out 

Siberians for their breeding programs that 

today it is nearly impossible to find a racing 

sled dog without some degree of Siberian 

husky in his or her DNA.

Developments in the field of aviation in 

the 1920s led to dog teams being replaced by 

airplanes for the long distance transportation 

of mail and freight to many of the isolated 

bush villages of Alaska and Canada, 

considerably reducing the demand for freight 

hauling teams. This led to the demise of the 

big mail and freight hauling operations, 

though smaller "trap-line" or "village" dog 

teams remained plentiful until mid-century.

Finally, during the last quarter of the 

20th century the widespread adoption of 

mechanical snowmachines changed the role 

of sled dogs forever. As the older, traditional 

dog mushing trappers and travelers died off, 

so did their dogs.

Today the roles of sled dogs in the North 

are primarily racing, followed by backcountry 

touring - particularly in regions where 

snowmachines are not legally permitted to 

travel.  The modern racing Alaskan Husky 

is a mix of any type of dog who loves to run 

and pull. Although Alaskan huskies are 

incredibly athletic and tough, most bear little 

resemblance to the sled dogs of history.

Currently tourism combined with a strong 

interest in preserving Inuit tradition and 

culture in the Canadian arctic, especially 

Nunavut Territory and the area around 

Churchill, Manitoba seems to be sufficient 

incentive to maintain a viable population of 

Inuit Sled Dogs. A handful of bush-dwelling 

trappers, a few back-country tour operators 

and a handful of fanciers such as I are trying 

to maintain breeding populations of "village" 

or "trap-line" dogs similar to historical 

Indian types, though such dogs are becoming 

increasingly rare and difficult to obtain. 

Whether our preservation projects will 

succeed is seriously questioned.

There are days when I despair for the 

future of the historical types of sled dogs 

that contributed so much to the fur-trade 

and to everyone who lived in the boreal 

regions of North America in the 18th and 19th 

centuries. When those dark clouds of doubt 

start seeping into my brain, the only sure cure 

is to don my historically authentic clothing, 

harness a team of my most authentic "Indian" 

dogs to my 'cariole' or 'traveling sled' and 

pull the hook. As the team settles into the 

mile eating trot that is their preferred pace 

and the sunlight filters through a cobalt sky 

and sparkles off the hoar frost coating the 

bushes and trees, the experience refreshes 

my mind and my spirit. Some worries just 

can't compete with the timeless experience of 

mushing the dogs.

 Thom "Swanny" Swan is a recreational 
dog musher and historical reenactor. 
He, his wife Trish, 23 dogs, and two very 
cautious domestic cats share the Stardancer 
Historical Sled Dogs kennel in Two Rivers, 
Alaska.
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My journey as Iditarod Teacher on the Trail™ has had a tremendous 

impact on my life. A significant impact has come in my classroom. As 

I reflect on the many lessons, activities, and projects I shared, I have 

found I have grown excessively as a teacher. My lessons are out there 

for the world to see. I wanted my best work to be shared. I wanted the 

teachers to read my lessons and actually use them in their classroom. 

I wanted to develop rigorous lessons for my students to complete. I 

wanted to represent my school, Camanche Middle School, well. The 

thought, time, and process really forced me to step back and focus on 

what I do in the classroom.

Throughout the year, I Skyped with approximately 50 classrooms. 

These wonderful opportunities helped solidify the importance of 

technology in the classroom. I Skyped with a classroom in Wisconsin 

while I was wandering around the Galena checkpoint. What an 

incredible opportunity for students to get a tour of a checkpoint while 

sitting at their desks at school. I Skyped with a class at my school while 

the “Pee-Team” was collecting urine from the dogs for drug screening. 

A lesson about drug testing brought to life by watching dogs go through 

the real process.

Being on the trail opened greatly enhanced my understanding of 

the Iditarod. For years I have read about the checkpoints along the 

trail. After spending time in several checkpoints, I can now share 

first-hand information about Alaska village life with my students. I 

can share pictures and video of what it actually looks like. The impact 

of me visiting these villages will have on my students is indescribable. 

The landscape in Alaska is breathtaking, especially while flying in 

bush planes from checkpoint to checkpoint. Having the chance to 

share these incredible images with my classes will show them the true 

beauty of Alaska; something no textbook will ever achieve. Another 

experience that I will carry away is speaking with Alaska Natives- 
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son and James bays.  During the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces 
of the “Northwest Territories” were calved 
off to expand existing provinces or to create 
new territories.    British Columbia became 
a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to 
this, in 1858, it had become a British Colo-
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.  
With the creation of new countries, colonies, 
provinces and territories came government 
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser-
vices.  Prime among these was the establish-
ment of postal services.

Using British Columbia as an example, 
the early delivery of mail was through the 
fur trading companies (after 1821, only 
the Hudson’s Bay Company remained), the 
church and private entrepreneurs.  With 
the establishment of the Colony of British 
Columbia, post offi ces were established in 
various settlements and contracts were let 
for the delivery of mail  by private contrac-
tors by the Colonial government.  In reality, 
it was a continuation of what had been in 
place before colonialization.  When British 
Columbia became a province in 1871, the 
federal government assumed responsibility 
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on 
the already-established network of post of-
fi ces and private contractors.  Among these 
contractors were a certain number of dog 
mushers who would either contract directly 
with the government or would sub-contract 

with one of the transportation companies to 
deliver the winter mail.  This was particularly 
true along the route of the Yukon Telegraph 
line which ran north to Atlin and eventually 
to Dawson City. 

During the various gold rushes, when there 
were massive infl uxes of “foreign” gold crazy 
stampeders, governments were desperate to 
establish jurisdiction over their territory.  This 
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo 
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum-
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the 
Yukon and Alaska Territories.  A fascinating 
look at the evolution of the delivery of the 
winter mail took place during the Klondike 
Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893.  In 
the Klondike, both the fl edgling Canadian 
government as well as the U.S. government 
staked out their respective jurisdictions by 
ensuring that post offi ces were established 
in their respective territories at key boundary 
and transportation crossroads.  The Canadi-
an government also ensured that the North-
west Mounted Police as well as a group sol-
diers  known as the Yukon Field Force were 
present to protect sovereignty, to collect du-
ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver 
the mail.  It seemed like in the early days, 
any federal government employee qualifi ed 
to become a postmaster.

These early days of mail delivery in the 
Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at 
the same time.  Huge volumes of mail were 

transported by dog team along the full 
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Ben-
net to Dawson City.  Hundreds of pounds 
of letter mail consisting of thousands of let-
ters made their way up and down the Yukon 
River in a dog sled.  Only fi rst class mail 
was hauled by dog team, there was no room 
for junk mail, that could wait for the summer 
when the sternwheelers were in operation.   
There was signifi cant co-operation and co-
ordination between the Canadian and the 
U.S. postal services, and in the early days, 
the private freighters as well.

 In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute 
to this wonderful rich history with the pro-
duction of a special stamp to be released 
on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ-
ated with the delivery of mail by dog team 
in Canada.  These stamps as well as  fi rst 
day covers can be ordered from both inside 
and outside of Canada.   When the stamp 
is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be pos-
sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post 
website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting 
(English) or www.postescanada.ca/collec-
tion (French). Information will be posted on 
the website about purchasing on-line or via 
phone.  In Canada interested persons may 
go to their local post offi ce. It might not be 
a bad idea to go early and ask the local 
offi cials to order as many of the stamps and 
fi rst day covers as you will need. • 
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The Iditarod Teacher on the Trail™ program was established 

in 1998 by Andrea Aufder Heyde “Finney.” Finney used the 

Iditarod as a teaching tool in her classroom for many years. 

She felt the Iditarod peaked the interest of her students more than 

anything else she had ever done. Finney’s vision was to have a teacher 

actually go out on the trail and report back to teachers and students. 

Finney presented her idea with the Iditarod Trail Committee and was 

selected as the first ever Iditarod Teacher on the Trail™. Seventeen 

teachers later, and the program is stronger than ever.

The Teacher on the Trail™ officially takes over as the new “teacher” 

at the Iditarod Summer Camp for Teachers. The role of the teacher is 

to provide teachers across the world common core aligned content by 

using the Iditarod as a tool. During the race the teacher actually goes 

out on the trail, via bush plane, and blogs for teachers and students. 

story and photos by Erin Montgomery
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especially, listening to stories about 

the history of the villages and stories 

about some of the village elders.

I have been asked which checkpoint 

was my favorite; I couldn’t choose 

because they all have their own 

qualities that have made lasting 

memories. After spending the day in 

Fairbanks watching the 78 mushers 

and their dog teams embark on 

the journey of a lifetime, I flew to 

Nenana. Since Nenana was the first 

checkpoint it was busy with mushers 

finding a spot to nap for a few hours. I 

wandered down to the river away from 

the crowded checkpoint, to watch the teams 

make their way into Nenana. 

The next checkpoint I visited was Galena. 

Galena was a checkpoint where many of 

the mushers took their mandatory 24-hour 

break. As I was waiting for Jeff King to 

enjoy his 5-course meal, I had the honor to 

chat with some students from the Galena 

Interior Learning Academy. GILA is a free 

boarding school, so the students I spoke 

with were from different parts of Alaska. It 

was very interesting hearing their insights 

on their education. It was also in Galena 

where I witnessed true sportsmanship. Aliy 

Zirkle and Jessie Royer were both battling 

for a top 5 finish. As the two of them were 

parked and caring for their dogs, they 

enjoyed conversation as any pair of friends 

would. They spoke of the trail, their dogs, 

what snacks they were eating, an ordinary 

conversation. There are not too many sports 

where you see competitors, mid-competition, 

sharing a friendly conversation. I love the 

sportsmanship the athletes of the Iditarod 

display and respect. 

I was thrilled my next stop on the trail 

would be Huslia. It was impressive to see 

each musher being welcomed to the village 

as if they just won the Iditarod. My favorite 

memory in Huslia is watching Martin Buser 

interact with the young children. They sat 

around him like a class, raising their hands, 

anxiously waiting for him to answer their 

questions. He answered them all. He even let 

them walk with him as he walked his dogs 

around the dog lot. Those young kids will 

remember their interaction with Martin for 

the rest of their lives.

After a beautiful flight from Huslia to 

Kaltag, I had the opportunity to see Aaron 

Burmeister arrive first at this checkpoint. 

In the morning I had the pleasure to eat 

breakfast in a Native woman’s home and 

visit with her about her life. It was an honor 

to be welcomed into her home.

My next stop on my journey led me to 

Unalakleet. I thoroughly enjoyed walking 

around Unalakleet, especially along the 

coast. Due to high winds and lack of flights, 

I spent two nights in Unalakleet. I was so 

impressed with the amount of fans that 

were always on site when a musher arrived. 

Anytime a musher was getting near, classes 

of students came running down to the 

checkpoint. They were so enthusiastic about 

seeing their heroes 

and watching them 

care for the dogs. 

In order to make 

sure I was in Nome 

in time for the 

winner, my next 

stop was Nome. My 

first visit in Nome 

was to the Burled 

Arch. I had seen the 

Burled Arch online 

watching the finish 

for years and now I 

was able to see it in 

person. Watching 

Local kids in Unalakleet, AK gather around a dog team parked at the checkpoint.

Jessie Royer and Aliy Zirkle chat at Galena checkpoint.

cont'd on pg 38
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Lobben Boots from Norway
These boots were originally invented by Norwegian  

Arctic explorers and are now perfect for the dog musher.

We have been supplying Lobbens for 36 years
Tall and short styles available

Please visit our website for our large selection of sweaters, mittens, socks and slippers.

web: www.piasweaters.com  email: info@piasweaters.com
phone 907-277-7964    1-888-274-9665

Iditarod continued from page 19
again and an experienced race crew pulled 

of a race with next to no hitches.  Most of all, 

the mushers and anybody involved along the 

trail, will remember the amazing hospitality 

in Huslia and the other checkpoints along 

the trail. 

Sebastian Schnuelle, is a multiple top ten 
finisher of the Iditarod, and past winner 
of the Yukon Quest. Recently, his expertise 
from his time on the runners, has made him 
the go-to reporter on the Iditarod trail for 
the Iditarod Insider. 

Teacher on the Trail cont'd from pg 37
musher after musher finish Nome brought 

out so many feelings in me. It is incredible to 

know these mushers and dogs just traveled 

1000 miles across the extremely tough 

terrain and frigid temperatures of Alaska. 

Their dreams were unfolding right in front of 

me. I am so privileged to witness them begin 

their journey in Fairbanks and end under the 

Burled Arch in Nome. 

I cannot fully explain in words the impact 

this experience had on my life. I am so 

incredibly thankful for this opportunity. 

The many new friendships are countless. 

The inspirational stories will be with me 

for the rest of my life. After this experience, 

my passion for the Iditarod has grown 

tremendously. I enjoyed the experience so 

much, in fact, that I am looking into trying 

to experience the trail behind a dog team. My 

journey of the Iditarod is far from over. I look 

forward to finding out where this journey will 

lead me.

www.itcteacheronthetrail.com

Erin Montgomery was selected as the 
Iditarod Teacher on the Trail for the 2015 
race. Her experience on the trail, and her 
enthusiasm for the sport have made a 
lasting impact on 
her. Like many of 
us, she has fallen in 
love with the sport 
and she is planning 
to qualify, and 
race the Iditarod 
in the near future 
under the direction 
of Vern Halter.

New & Improved USA Pricing!

Now offering 

less than pallet quantities! 
 

  1-800-561-0072
InukshukPro.com

info@InukshukPro.comPhoto Credit: Valley Snow Dogz LLC
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can’t live in this type of a climate. 

I’m not knocking it down, but the 

traditional way of looking after dogs, is what 

the Alaskan Husky evolved from, is a dog that 

didn’t take much care. He didn’t need to be 

socialized. He was an independent animal. 

He didn’t take a lot of food, they eat twice as 

much as a husky, had good feet and did the 

job when you hooked him up. You can’t do 

that with pointers, you have to socialize them 

and play with them everyday. 

    I think it hurt the sport up here. Now, you 

see teams up here (Alaska) getting a little bit 

more hair on them. 

Besides, we hold the track record here. 

The fastest North American run: 20 miles in 

57:59 with a pure husky leader, Little Dee. So 

I think if we would have treated huskies, the 

way we treat pointers now, they would be as 

every bit of good.

JW: So you are breeding more 
towards the husky line?

TS: Yes, but 

it is hard. 

Most of these dogs 

are a quarter or 

less but they still 

carry that look of a 

pointer- short hair, 

floppy ears, and a 

huge metabolism. 

JW: I was 
ta l k ing 

to someone the other 
day, and I was a bit 
surprised that you claim that Stage Stop 
takes less of a talented dog.

TS: No doubt about it. Any dog can run 

12 mph. 

JW: So do you think that this (open 
class) is still the breeding 

standard for the sport?

TS: No, because not enough people do 

it. We have also changed the way we 

race. We used to fly out of here at 22 mph and 

that took a hell of an athlete. We go out of here 

at 18 mph, look after them better, better team 

management, doesn’t take that superstar. 

JW:  Interesting.

TS: Yeah, so you do not need North 

American calibur dogs for Stage 

Stop. Any one of these teams who trained 

right, could go down there and be very 

competitive. 

JW:  Really?

TS:  Honestly.

JW: So Stage Stop is more about 
training?

TS:  Yes. 

JW: Is that because of all the 
variables? Bad trail, elevation, 

warm temperatures?

TS: It is so hard for sprint mushers to go 

12 mph. Drives me crazy, I hate that 

kind of racing. I like going fast and driving 

big dog teams. That is my forté. I have never 

finished this race with less than 16. I ran 28 

dogs one year. 

JW:  Most ever right?

TS: Most ever. My thing, I’ve always 

said this, some people drink beer, 

some people smoke pot, I like driving big dog 

teams. 

JW: (Laughs) Now at Stage Stop, the 
past few years, you put a bit of a 

cushion on the first day, which is the longest 
day, is that strategy? To win the longest 
stage?

TS: Not this year. This year, 6 different 

people won stages. The first stage 

is 59 miles. That is tough on a lot of teams 

because they don’t have them trained up 

right. We won the first heat this year. Last 

year we won the first heat by so much the race 

was over. But, there were other teams that 

were close. Our team was second, but there 

weren’t any teams threatening us. 

JW: Okay, well I only have a few 
more questions. There are 6 

Alaska native teams here, 25 teams, a bigger 
purse, do you see it swinging around up 
here? 

TS: I’m sure hoping so. It’s tough, it’s 

expensive up here and I’m so glad 

to see these young Alaska native teams come 

into this race.

    Years ago, the purse was $60,000 and last 

year was $15,000.

JW: That’s why you guys haven’t 
come up, right?

TS: Yeah. Its a sport, and a lifestyle, but 

also a business. That is all Buddy 

does, I have a few other businesses, but I race 

to win whereas Buddy races to make money- 

different philosophy. 

JW: well, thanks alot Terry. I don’t 
want to say good luck, because 

what you told me the other day. 

TS: (laughs) Yeah, I don’t want anything 

to do with luck, I’ve worked too 

hard to have anything to do with luck. No 

good luck or bad luck. Thanks for stopping 

by! •

Streeper Interview cont'd from page 21

I don’t want anything to do with 
luck, I’ve worked too hard to 
have anything to do with luck.
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text by Buddy Streeper
photos by Streeper Kennels

superdogs
buddy streeper

2010 - Lin (Little Dee x Lance) x Dalton (Chelsey x Eddy) 
Main leader the last 2 seasons, ran lead every heat of every race on Buddy's team. Hard driving and very 
fast. Pace setting leader, who has the speed to win the Open North American and the endurance to win the 
last 2 Wyoming Stage Races. Skeeds has been racing on the main team for the last 3 years, and has raced in 
many victories including 2 x Wyoming, 3 x Canadian Open, 2 x Yellowknife 150, 3 x Cross Lake, 2 x The Pas 
Manitoba, 2015 Open North American and many other races around North America. Skeeds is an incredible 
athlete, who has the best recovery of any dog we race. Immediately following the run, he is fully recovered, 
and ripping around the truck as if he had the the last few days off. Skeeds sired a beautiful litter with ABBIE in 
the summer of 2014. These pups are showing incredible drive, and that unique, instant recovery that Skeeds 
always has.

Skeeds ♂
{45 lbs}

2011 - Nebo x Eddy 
Main leader, running beside Skeeds in every heat of every 
race on Buddy's main team. Wilma is an absolute sweetheart, 
she is very affectionate and loves to please. Wilma is very 
smart and her every move is carefully thought out. She is a 
quiet, reserved dog who stays calm while the other dogs run 
around. She is the type of dog who does her job everyday, 
and does it very well. Wilma was born gifted with speed and 
endurance, she is mentally strong and an asset to any team. 
Although both her and Skeeds are the main leaders, Wilma 
made some very critical and important decisions at the most 
vulnerable times during many races. Notably was the 2nd heat 
at the 2015 Open North American. The race trail was altered 
on Saturday morning with golf course portion of the race trail 
being left off in a decision made for safety due to deterring 
trail, caused by the extreme warm weather. At this junction of 
the trail, the dogs were now required to make a hard right hand 
turn, instead of the left turn they made on day 1. Running in 
front of 17 dogs, Wilma entered this surprise turn, and made 
a race changing decision to safely manoeuvre the team to the 
altered route, and navigate the team to its biggest title of the 
2015 season. Wilma's brilliance in lead, was the key factor 
in allowing Buddy's main team to race STOP FREE, during 
the last 11 heats of the 2015 season (The Pas, Cross Lake, 
Fairbanks and Fort Providence).

WILMA
{45 lbs}

♀

main leader

main leader

One look at the race record of this kennel 
and it's no question these are super dogs!  
During the 2015 race season, they posted an 
impressive race record, bringing home four 
wins, and never finishing outside the top 10.
Open North American Championships: 1st and 6th
Canadian Open: 1st and 5th
Cross Lake: 1st and 4th
The Pas: 2nd and 3rd 
International Pedigree Stage Stop Sled Dog Race: 
1st, 2nd, and 5th
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2011 - Ashley x Max 
Main leader/point- Zack is a franchise type leader who 
has the ability to race and win the biggest races in the 
sport. The only problem, is he is third inline behind 
Skeeds and Wilma. Zack showed all the lead traits at 
very young age, and was developing into a high calibre 
front end dog as a yearling. As a 2 year old, Zack raced 
on Buddy's main team and raced his first race in lead 
at the Rocky Mountain Sprint Championships in Soda 
Springs, Idaho. This past season Zack raced point for 
every heat of every race on Buddy's main team. In the 
last heat of the season, Zack claimed his first victory in 
lead at the Deh Cho Championship in Fort Providence 
NWT while running for Eli Golton. Zack has it all: speed, 
endurance, and focus. He will be a force to reckon with 
as he enters his prime for the 2016 season.

zack♂
{48 lbs}

2010 - Kiwi x Lyle
Leader/Point- Odessa is a dream dog, 
she can run point perfectly on big open 
class teams (20+ dogs). A position that I 
feel is the hardest spot to run, not only do 
you have to have all the requirements as 
a leader, but you must be able to make a 
quick decision to avoid a tangle if either 
of the leaders falter. Odessa has been 
running on Buddy's main team for the last 
3 seasons, and is just entering her prime. 
She is one of the main training leaders, 
who is ready on stand by, if and when the 
duty calls. Odessa ran every heat of every 
race this past winter on Buddy's main team. 
Odessa has a beautiful run, that can easily 
cover ground at a high rate of speed and 
can do it every day mile after mile.

2010 - Thelma x Dale
Leader/Point/Team - Mac is a real character, he is full of attitude 
and is always very eager to go. He loves attention, and is always at 
my side during free dropping or play sessions. Mac is a proven race 
leader, that has been used during some of the tougher stages in lead 
if needed. In 2014, racing at the Gichigami Express in Minnesota, 
Mac's leadership abilities were put to the test during the final miles 
of a gruelling 60 mile heat on day 2. The race was running through 
some very cold, -60F registered windchill temperatures. As the 
team was losing its momentum in the Sawtooth Mountains, Mac 
was moved to the lead position to motivate the team over the final 
miles. The last 6 miles of that heat was run across a fully exposed 
open lake into a 30 mph head wind. The trail was non existent, and 
was further challenged with 1 foot of overflow, under very soft trail. 
Mac stepped up and brought the team home, in the dissuasive leg 
of the 3 day 180 mile race, that would eventually be the turning 
point for the championship. During the 2015 season, Mac ran every 
heat of every race with Bud's main team, and was always the team 
cheerleader.

Odessa
{47 lbs}

♀

mac♂
{50 lbs}

main leader
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2010 - Nebo x Eddy 
Leader/Point/Team - Queen is the gentle giant, as she loves affection 
and is always by Bud's side. Queen has raced on the main team for 
the last 3 winters, and ran every heat of every race in 2015. Queen is 
a unique dog, who has the size and speed to race and accel in any 
format or discipline, from extreme speed races to longer endurance 
races. She has incredible heat tolerance as demonstrated in some 
of the warmest races we have ever run in. The temperature for many 
legs of the Wyoming stage race were recorded at nearly 60F. The 
Canadian Open in Fort Nelson was 62F, and the first 2 days of the 
Open North American were in the mid 50's. It was during these races 
that Queen showed her strength and powered the team to victory. 
Being a versatile dog, Queen was also a key member in assisting the 
come from behind move, to claim the fastest day 3 time, at The Pas 
Manitoba, where temperatures reached as cold as -45F.

queen
{50 lbs}

♀

2009 - D2 x Danny
Cody was the main leader for the main team for the last 4 years. He is line bred 
to Streeper's Little Dee, arguably the greatest lead dog to ever grace the sprint 
racing trails. Cody has many similar traits to his double grandmother Little Dee. 
He has an effortless run, that repeats for miles and miles. He is the type of dog 
who has an unspoken connection with Buddy and has set the winning pace for 
many championships over the last 5 years. Cody got his break in lead when he 
piloted the Streeper B-team at the 2011 Wyoming Stage Race, running for Aaron 
Burmeister, he pulled off an improbable come from behind and gained over 15 
minutes back to claim 2nd overall, and a Streeper 1-2 finish. 2 weeks later, showing 
his versatility, Cody raced as the main leader for Buddy's wife Lina Gladh, at the 
World Championships in The Pas, Manitoba. He lead Lina and her team to win the 
pivotable 3rd and final day, to write the history books as the first woman in history to 
win a heat at this prestigious  60 year old race. Later that spring, Aaron Burmeister 
called Terry and Buddy and informed them of his 5 year plan to win the Iditarod, 
and offered $50 000.00 to purchase Cody as his franchise leader. the Streepers 
declined, and Cody has now went on to win over $250 000.00 in prize earnings. 
Cody has been bred 3 x over the last 2 years and will be one of the foundational 
stud dogs in the kennel.

2012 - Troja x Casper
Hondo was the main leader on the second team 
all winter. He has all the drive and ability to win 
championship races. Hondo is extremely fast and 
loves loose running during the summer months. He 
has incredible endurance, and showed his strength 
at the 2015 Open North American, where on the 3rd 
day he set and held a blistering pace. Leading Lina's 
team, Hondo constantly clocked the fastest split 
times for every checkpoint. Hondo will likely move 
over to the main team next season, and now has the 
lead experience in the big races that will factor when 
championships are on the line.

CODY♂
{48 lbs}
main leader

main leader
{52 lbs}

hond0♂
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2011
Conn is a main team dog, and raced on Bud’s main team over the 
last 2 years. He was the main leader on our second team for many 
races this past winter. He has exceptional speed, and endless 
endurance. His break through race, was the 2014 Canadian 
Championship, where he ran three days across Great Slave Lake, 
and was a key factor in the team’s victory. Conn raced on Bud's 
team at the 2015 ONAC, and was a hard driving, pace setting dog, 
who would push the teams speed. Conn is improving every run, 
and will be a a veteran race proven leader to start the 2016 season. 
He is now entering his prime, and will be a force on the trails in the 
coming seasons.

COnn♂
{52 lbs}

2011 - Julie x Eddy 
Leader/point/team - Yukon raced on the main team 
for most of the last 2 seasons, occasionally she 
would assist the 2nd or 3rd team from the kennel, 
and add in leadership depth for the other teams. 
Like she did at the 2014 Canadian Championship 
in Yellowknife, When Buddy used her in lead to 
claim his record setting 5th straight, and 9th overall 
victory. Yukon raced three days on Bud's team at 
the 2015 ONAC, and ran a very smart race, as she 
eased into the run, and poured on the speed and 
drive during the final miles of each heat. Yukon 
has constantly demonstrated all the positive traits 
that are required when breeding for performance. 
Yukon mothered a beautiful litter with Max (summer 
2014), and all these pups are just as special as she 
is.

yukon
{46 lbs}

♀

2011 - Julie x Eddy 
Leader/Point/Team - Yoda was one of the main leaders on the 2nd or 3rd team all winter. He led many heats in Wyoming and also in Cross 
Lake. Yoda has great speed and endurance and showed this at 2 big races this past year. He raced on Bud's team at The Pas, and was a key 
member the 3rd day when Buddy's team turned on the gas, and drove home to win the 3rd heat. He was also part of "Lina's Lightning Run" at 
the 3rd day of the ONAC. Yoda has great recovery, and a great attitude, he is a top-class leader, and has the ability to win races.

yoda ♂
{50 lbs}
(not pictured)

2011 - Julie x Eddy
Leader - Yale has raced on the main teams the last 2 
seasons, he has been a championship team member 
on many victories teams. Like his litter mates, Yale 
has great speed, super endurance, and always has 
an extra gear to kick in, when needed. Yale was the 
heat winning leader at the final race of the season, 
where he led a yearling Streeper team, driven by Kirk 
Fabian (up and coming musher from Fort Resolution 
NWT, driving the Streeper yearling team).  Yale is 
a great dog, that is now a proven champion stud, 
several of his offspring have contributed to race 
winning teams.

yale ♂
{54 lbs}
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2011 - Nebo x Eddy 
Team- Whisky is an awesome dog. He has raced 
on Buds main team the last 2 seasons. He is hard 
driving and fast. He is one of few dogs that can race 
and win limited class, unlimited class, stage races 
and mid-distance. Whisky was a stand out dog all 
season long, and was one of the main wheel dogs 
on Bud's team. He has the ability to drive hard, and 
keep it up for the entire run. Whisky has continued 
demonstrate all the characteristics required to be 
chosen a stud dog, and will be used summer 2015 
as a breeding option for our kennels future goals.

whisky
{55 lbs}

♂

2011 - Nebo x Eddy 
Team - Wes is littermate to both Wilma and Whisky, 
and has raced on Bud's team the last 2 seasons. 
He is just as impressive as his brother, with 
his unique ability to win races in all formats and 
disciplines. Wes is a solid team member, who loves 
to run fast. He was one of the dogs on Bud's team, 
who loves to finish strong, and always has an extra 
storage of power and speed for the coming home 
miles. Wes loves loose running, as he can run on 
and off the trail, snaking his way through the long 
grasses. One of the unique training practices of our 
kennel, is the safety and accessibility of our training 
trails, and we are fortunate to run directly from the 
kennel, on private land, for essentially endless 
miles. We use these secluded areas to free run our 
dogs during the warmer summer months.

wes
{55 lbs}

♂

2012 - Myia x Casper 
Leader/Team- Lester is the man- he raced on Bud's main team 
all winter. Lester has the size and speed needed to win limited 
class races in lead. Lester was the goto leader in the final race 
for Buddy this past winter, and set the pace when the team 
was averaging over 20 mph. Lester is a very smooth running 
dog, with endless endurance. He was a goto dog on the final 
stage of ONAC, when the team drove up the final hill to secure 
the championship. Lester is showing all the signs and drive 
required to race in lead on Bud's main team.

lester
{54 lbs}

♂

2012 - Myia x Casper
Team - Lukus is a littermate to Lester, and is one of the biggest dogs on the main race teams. His size does not limit his endurance, 
as he was a key member on the B-Team all winter. He was one of the main contributing factors for Eli Golton, when his team stormed 
the heat to win the stage and steal the yellow bib at the Lander Stage at this years IPSSSDR. Lukus continued to run strong for Eli 
Golton and assisted him to claim the elusive "Rookie of the Year," at the 2015 World Championship in The Pas Manitoba. The future 
will be bright for Lukus, as he is now groomed and ready to make the leap to Bud's main team, and compete for Championship titles.

lukus
{62 lbs}

♂

(not pictured)
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2012 - Anna x Max 
Team - Foster raced on Bud’s main team this year, and was 
a key team member. He is hard driving and very fast, but not 
limited on endurance. He raced on Bud’s team in the final heat 
at the 2015 stage race, and was a steady strong puller on the 
notoriously long hills of the Evanston Stage. Foster raced all 3 
days on Buds winning team at the ONAC. He loves to eat the 
post-race energy drinks of REVIVE, this aids in his ability to 
work hard for multiple days of championship races. Foster has 
a good coat and many features of the typical Alaskan husky, 
if Foster continues at his learning curve, he will be a potential 
breeding stud for the Streeper team of the future.

foster
{55 lbs}

♂

2012 - Ashley x Thor 
Team - Kurt is a stand out dog in performance. He ran all 
three days on Buds winning team at the 2015 ONAC. Kurt is 
naturally gifted with speed, as he is one of our fastest dogs 
free running. He is a confident dog, who is comfortable around 
all people. One if the main reasons all of our dogs have a great 
demeanour and respond well with people, is our advanced 
socialization training we do with them at a young age. Starting 
at 2 days old the pups are exposed to a sequence of specially 
designed handling. This practice is often referred to as "Super 
Dog Training." Basically its five exercises you do with the pup, 
for their first 3 weeks of life, that stimulate a little bit of stress 
on the pup. Studies have shown, that if the puppy is exposed 
to stress at this early stage of life, then the dog will be better 
able to handle stress throughout their life.

kurt
{52 lbs}

♂

2011 - Diva x Herman 
Leader - Abbie is one of my main leaders, she 
was the race winning leader at the 2014 Canadian 
Championship in Yellowknife NWT. This past 
season she raced lead on our 2nd and 3rd strings, 
as they needed to have a top dog to rely on. She 
raced on point for 3 days on Lina's ONAC team. 
She is a multipurpose dog who can accel at 
unlimited sprint speeds, or race 50 miles, up and 
down the hills in Wyoming for 9 days. Very friendly, 
very affectionate, loves attention, great eater, 
strong head. She has shown all the attributes for 
breeding, and was bred to my main leader Skeeds 
in the summer of 2014. This litter is developing 
nicely.

abbie
{48 lbs}

♀
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2012 - Heidi x Max 
Point/Team - Dusty has developed into a top dog 
for our kennel, she raced on Bud's team at the 
ONAC, and raced on our B-team, driven by Eli 
Golton, at all other races this past year. She has 
a beautiful run with a long ground covering stride, 
that looks effortlessly.  Immediately following the 
race in The Pas, I was approached by several 
former dog mushers. As they had followed the 
race, and got a side view of Dusty in harness. They 
noted that she is flawless, and pulls very hard, at 
a high rate of speed. She is easy to recognize with 
her signature DUSTY BLUE color. 

dusty
{48 lbs}

♀

2009 - Birch x Lance 
Point/Team - Easton has traveled and raced on 
the main team the last 4 years, she is a race 
winning team member for multiple years. She is a 
big female, but can move very well, as she is light 
on her feet. Easton is a passive dog, who gets 
along with everyone, and is one of the favourite 
dogs of my young daughters, they love her 
gentle approach to everything, and enjoy to hug 
and hang off her shoulders. Easton loves loose 
running, and playing around the truck. She is 
always the first dog to come over and greet you in 
the morning. She is a real pleasure to work with.

easton
{48 lbs}

♀

2013 - Allie x Walker 
Lead/point/team - Moxie could very well be our 
"DOG of THE YEAR." She was a race finishing 
teammate in Wyoming, Cross Lake, Fort Nelson, 
Fairbanks, and Fort Providence. She has raced 
and performed at the highest level, in some of 
the sport’s biggest races, and she did this all as a 
yearling. She is only the second yearling to ever 
race, and complete the ONAC for our kennel. No 
small task, as our kennel has been fielding top 
placing teams in this event for nearly 30 years. 
Moxie showed she was comfortable, and fully 
capable of accelling on our teams and now has 
a proven race record. Moxie has recently stepped 
up and is performing really well in lead, and will be 
hopefully be leading our teams in the near future.

moxie
{48 lbs}

♀
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I mean, here was the 

greatest dog man 

who had ever lived, a guy who overcame so 
many obstacles through the years that 

it was downright ridiculous to 
tell him I could not succeed. 

-Joe Bifelt
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